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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The additional land required to build the proposed Heathrow North West Runway (NWR) 
and associated developments (excluding off-site surface access and environmental 
improvements) amounts to about 4.9 km2 of which 37%, or 1.8 km2, is underlain by 
existing closed or active landfills. A further 41%, or 2.0 km2, is underlain by current or 
potential/possible future mineral (sand and gravel) resources. 

The existing landfills contain an estimated 7.7 million m3 of waste, with more waste 
continuing to be added every year.  The wastes, deposited over several decades, 
consist of a mix of inert, commercial and industrial, domestic, hazardous and ‘unknown’ 
materials. The landfill depositories consist of a mix of non-engineered former gravel pits 
through to modern engineered landfills. Landfill licensing records indicate that upwards 
of 1.1 million m3 of hazardous waste may be present. Down the western side of the 
proposed NWR development, many of the existing landfills rise out of the Colne valley 
fluvial floodplain.  

Our estimate is based on what our desk studies have indicated to be there at present. 
The processes of licensed sand and gravel extraction and landfilling wastes at sites 
around Heathrow are continuing at present and, in all likelihood, will continue for the 
next decade at least. Also, whilst RSK have made assumptions in the calculation of 
landfill waste volumes for some of the non-engineered sites concerned, e.g. by reducing 
the volume derived from the surface area times the estimated depth of each landfill site 
by 25% to account for the side slopes of the former gravel working, these will have been 
subject to migration of leachate from the landfill into its surrounding areas. Given these 
and other factors considered, the estimate of 7.7 million m3 is considered conservative, 
and the actual volume of waste materials that could potentially need treatment at the 
start of the construction of the Heathrow NWR project could be considerably higher, 
possibly up to around 9.0 million m3. 

These mineral resources and landfill capacity represent a significant part of the entire 
provisions respectively for greater London identified in the London Plan 2011.  

Given these ground conditions, the Commission’s assessment does not address the 
scale and complexity of issues with contaminated land and earthworks at Heathrow as 
specifically required by the Commission’s Appraisal Framework. 

The Heathrow NWR proposals indicate that to prepare the site formation, the bulk 
earthworks will require some cutting, up to a maximum of 3.42m mainly on the east of 
the site, and substantial filling, up to a maximum of 6.24m mainly on the west of the site. 
The simple volumetric calculations associated with HAL’s Preliminary Earthworks 
Difference Model are stated to yield an estimate of the volume of cut from bulk 
earthworks and basement and tunnel excavations is 4.8 Mm3 and an estimate of the 
volume of fill is 3 Mm3.   

It would appear that no account has been taken in these calculations of the nature of the 
materials to be cut, or of the fact that where levels need to be reduced across areas of 
landfill this will remove capping materials and expose wastes. This in turn is likely to 
require further excavation of the wastes and subsequent backfilling with engineered fill 
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to create the development platform. Furthermore, much of the areas scheduled for 
relatively shallow cutting in natural ground are likely to yield topsoil and finer grained 
alluvium, e.g. ‘brickearth’ type deposits, which will typically not be suitable for the 
structural fill needed to create the large-scale development platform.  

Hence, there appears to be a significant risk of a substantial shortfall of suitable site-
derived cut materials to satisfy the demands for structural earthworks filling, especially 
within the lower lying floodplain areas either side of the M25.  

In terms of airport structures, the proposals show that the M25 and a collection of rivers 
would be placed in tunnels and culverts through landfills, and up to 8m below local 
ground level. There will also be the requirement for excavations for pollution storage 
lagoons and for large attenuation tanks. With respect to the main airfield infrastructure 
works HAL’s submission Taking Britain further Volume 1 refers to construction in landfill 
areas and states that the specialist engineering solutions include excavate and replace, 
treat landfill materials or improve foundation conditions in landfill areas using one or a 
combination of stated techniques. In contradiction to this, the Operational Conceptual 
Model - Zone 1 for the proposed runway prepared by Mott MacDonald and shown as 
Figure 3.2 in the AMEC Geo-Environmental Assessment Report appears to show the 
runway to be supported entirely on piled foundations, a proportion of which would have 
to penetrate down through existing landfills.  By extension, all taxiways and aprons 
would also need piling. There is no clear reference to the proposed design and 
construction of the remaining, majority of the site formation. There is no substantive 
information on the cost and programme issues associated with remediation of landfills 
and piling. 

The Commission’s Sustainability Appraisal does not address the technical feasibility and 
implications of these earthworks and foundation proposals. In particular, the existing 
landfills generally comprise contaminated land with poor geotechnical characteristics, 
such that overfilling them is likely to result in hazardous gas and leachate pollution 
migration and physical instability and long term total and differential settlement. Piling 
through landfills can also create new pollution pathways and linkages. Continuing landfill 
gas and leachate generation within the expanded airport would continue to pose risks to 
human health and the environment for decades to come.    

Should it prove necessary, as is highly likely, to remediate some or all of the landfills to 
meet airport and surface access design and environmental requirements, the potential 
risks to the development programme and delivery costs would be very significant.      

Total costs to deal with all 7.7 million m3 of the landfills are likely to exceed £400M and 
are major considerations within the project programme. The treatment operation would 
be the largest operation of its kind ever in the UK. It is quite likely that Heathrow would 
have to provide mitigation for the loss of landfill capacity to other users (for instance, 
additional incineration or waste disposal capacity). 

The Commission’s Sustainability Appraisal does not describe the extent of operations 
required to remediate the material, or refer to the lack of information provided by the 
scheme promoters. It does not discuss knock-on environmental effects. It is not safe to 
assume that built development could occur over retained wastes owing to gas and 
leachate risks, the need for ongoing monitoring, and the likelihood of subsidence.  
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The operation to open and treat the contaminated land will risk pollution mobilisation and 
has the potential to attract large numbers of birds and vermin. The Commission has not 
considered how such a scale of remediation can be accommodated within a large 
construction programme, adjacent to one of the world’s busiest airports, without 
significant increase in risk of birdstrike. Treating landfills within the floodplain brings 
further risks of excavations being inundated with flood waters and pollution subsequently 
spreading downstream towards the river Thames. 

The on-site treatment costs for 7.7 million m3 of excavated landfill wastes will range 
between £30 and £40 per m3, at current costs. Therefore, the Heathrow NWR project 
costs could range from £230M to £310M. The space required for processing, soil 
washing, bioremediation, liquid treatment, stockpiling and other storage is extremely 
large. There would be a requirement to provide multiple locations for treatment 
purposes, with all the waste being transported within the site boundary to these facilities.  

Upwards of 1.1 million m3 of waste could be classified as hazardous and require 
disposal off-site, unless a new engineered landfill was constructed within the proposed 
development. The disposal charge for this could cost up to £300M. The vehicle 
movements (one way) over a three year project (939 days) are estimated between 
88/day, dependant on the physical state of the material and any transportation 
constraints. This could have a major impact on local traffic as well as the potential 
available landfill capacity in the wider London area within 50 miles of Heathrow.  

Currently, there are approximately ten suitably licensed landfills within a 50 mile radius 
of Heathrow that could accept the materials not suitable for reuse on site. No verification 
of capacity has been undertaken for 2025, but dependant on the disposal point, tipper 
lorries could achieve 3 to 4 tips per day. An alternative would be to utilise the Colnbrook 
railhead to mitigate any local impacts, although the fate of this railhead is unclear in the 
proposals. This requires significant infrastructure at each end and the ability to secure 
trains. 

Treatment of wastes on site would also require significant volumes of water for soil 
washing and result in a similar demand for wastewater treatment and disposal, subject 
to the normal discharge consent considerations. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

RSK Environment Limited (RSK) was commissioned by Gatwick Airport Limited (GAL) to 
carry out a review of existing information relating to landfills and ground conditions within 
the footprint of the proposed Northwest Runway (NWR) scheme at Heathrow Airport. 
RSK understands that the proposed scheme is currently under public review via a 
consultation document issued by the Airports Commission in November 2014.  

This report is subject to the RSK service constraints given in Appendix A.  

2.1 Background 

The Airports Commission published an Appraisal Framework in April 2014 explaining 
their approach. The Appraisal Framework required scheme promoters to submit a 
refreshed masterplan and supporting information, which the Commission would then 
assess against a number of environmental, cost and delivery objectives. 

In this second phase (Phase 2) of analysis, the Commission proposed to subject the 
options for increasing long-term air transport capacity to a more detailed, wider-ranging 
and comprehensive analysis than occurred in the initial phase (Phase 1).  

Based on the Appraisal Framework, the Commission has assessed three options for a 
new runway in the South East of England: a second runway at Gatwick, the Heathrow 
Northwest Runway scheme promoted by Heathrow Airport Ltd, and the Heathrow 
Extended Northern Runway promoted by Heathrow Hub.  

The Commission’s analysis was presented in a Consultation Document published in 
November 2014;  

The consultation document was supported by: 

 a business case and sustainability assessment for each scheme; and

 a series of detailed technical reports.

The intention of the Commission’s Consultation Document was that its analysis “could 
be used as an evidence base to support the delivery of any recommendation, should 
Government choose to take this forward, in particular as materials in the preparation of a 
National Policy Statement or Hybrid Bill.” 

2.1.1 Structure of Consultation Documents 

As discussed above, the structure of the consultation documents comprised three 
layers. At the bottom were the series of technical studies undertaken on specific aspects 
of each scheme (for example, potential noise impacts, or the local economic impacts). In 
the level above, these assessments were summarised by means of a business case and 
sustainability assessment, produced for each scheme. At the top, the Consultation 
Document provided a higher-level overview of the three options and the Commission’s 
appraisal outputs.  
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2.1.2 Published Consultation Documents 

An index of the published consultation documents, showing where to locate particular 
analyses, was presented as Annex A of the Consultation Document (Appendix B of this 
report). The relevant documents reviewed by RSK to prepare this report are listed in 
section 3.3. 

2.2 Objective 

The objective of the work was to assess and provide commentary on the Consultation 
Document with respect to the Heathrow NWR proposal via a review of the technical 
studies considered to support the Consultation Document, specifically those undertaken 
that assess the geo-environmental and where relevant geotechnical aspects of the 
scheme. The focus of RSK’s review was the nature of any historical and active landfills 
located within the footprint of the proposed NWR scheme’s development area (see 
Figure 1). The development considerations related to such landfills and associated 
ground conditions were also to be assessed and discussed. 

2.3 Scope 

The scope of the review and subsequent commentary was undertaken in accordance 
with Figure 2.1 of the Airports Commission Consultation Document which showed how 
the technical reports have supposedly underpinned the Commission's assessment for 
context. 

The scope of works for the assessment considered: 

 setting out what was required/implied by the Commission's Appraisal Framework 

Modules; 

 summarising what had been said in the Commission's reports technical reports 

regarding landfill and related treatment issues and identify gaps/omissions/risks; 

 summarising what was subsequently reported in the Business Case and 

Sustainability Assessment document with respect to landfills and any apparent 

omissions; 

 setting out any other baseline information known about LHR and identifying any data 

gaps;  

 explaining the potential consequences for the Commission's present assessment in 

respect of risk, cost, programme and environmental effects of the Heathrow Airport 

NWR scheme; and 

 responding to the questions in Section 4.7 of the Airports Commission's Consultation 

document (Appendix C), specifically regarding landfills and any potential landfill 

remediation. 

2.4 Limitations 

The comments given in this report and the opinions expressed are based on the 
information provided in the documents reviewed and experience derived from sites 
where similar geo-engineering practices with respect to landfills have been undertaken. 
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3 BACKGROUND 

3.1 Proposed Heathrow NWR Scheme 

In November 2014, the Airports Commission issued their Consultation Document to 
seek views on the three short-listed options, and on its assessments and assessment 
results. In particular, the Commission wanted to “test the evidence base it has 
assembled, to understand stakeholders’ views as to the accuracy, relevance and 
breadth of the assessments it has undertaken and the potential conclusions that might 
be drawn from them. It is also interested in receiving evidence and ideas about how any 
or all of the short-listed options might be enhanced or improved, for instance through 
mitigation measures to address specific impacts.” 

3.1.1 Requirements of the Commission’s Appraisal Framework 

The Appraisal Framework incorporated four inter-related elements, namely: 

1. the Commission’s objectives, against which options were be assessed and on
which its final recommendations would be based;

2. an updated scheme design for each short-listed option, to be used as the
starting point for appraisal;

3. a business case and sustainability assessment for each option, incorporating
the information needed to make informed assessments against the Commission’s
objectives; and

4. a set of appraisal modules explaining the methodologies that the Commission
proposes to use in assessing options.

3.1.1.1 Appendix A 

Appendix A of the Framework set out the 16 appraisal modules that included, for the 
relevance of this report, Water, Community, Biodiversity, Place, Cost and Commercial 
viability, Operational Risk, and  Delivery. Appraisal Module 16: ‘Delivery’ included the 
assessment of the risks associated with the planning and construction phase.  

3.1.1.2 Assessment Detail 

The assessment detail of selected points was as follows: 

16.8 In Phase 2, the delivery risks of schemes will be considered in the following 
ways: 

16.9 Planning and construction phase – scheme promoters’ assumptions regarding 
the likely timetable, engineering requirements, constraints and impacts for construction 
of both the airport and surface access infrastructure will be tested to ensure the realism 
of the timetable and approach proposed. This will include consideration of key 
dependencies on the effective delivery of scheme proposals, such as the requirement to 
undertake airspace redesigns, the delivery of surface access, the requirement to alter 
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other airports’ characteristics and/or capacity, and the time required and complexity of 
detailed safety cases to underpin the new airport’s operations (particularly if there are 
novel approaches to delivery). The risks of delay arising from other assessments, such 
as the environmental assessments, will also be considered as part of this work. 

6.12 Surface access – this assessment will also consider the effective delivery of 
schemes’ surface access strategies. In particular, this assessment will consider the 
planning, transition and delivery risks associated with surface access requirements. 

16.13 This assessment will consider each schemes’ design cutting across the following 
key aspects: 

 Airport masterplans – to assess the deliverability of promoters’ schemes including

the level of complexity and therefore timetable for safety cases;

 Engineering plans – to assess the level of risk inherent in promoters’ scheme
designs as well as their feasibility;

 Mitigation strategies – to ensure that the delivery risks have been accounted for; and

 Development strategies – to ensure that the approach to project management set
out in this strategy captures the key risks identified and that all key dependencies

have been taken into account and managed appropriately.

16.14 A variety of data sources will be used to consider scheme’s surface access 
strategies by the Commission. This assessment will draw on a range of data provided by 
the promoters themselves, DfT’s modelling inputs, the Highways Agency, Network Rail, 
and Train Operating Companies. 

3.1.1.3 Assessment Output 

16.15 The following outputs are expected: 

 For each proposal, an assessment of the risks and mitigation strategies associated
with the approach to the planning and construction phase; the public engagement

risks; and those associated with transition.

 Evidence of sustained and meaningful engagement with local and community

stakeholders including highlighting any changes of features of scheme designs
arising as a result of this engagement.

 The Commission does not require scheme promoters to undertake a formal

consultation. The Commission’s national consultation in the autumn of 2014 will

provide opportunity for all local and national groups to voice their opinion on the

short-listed schemes, and on the Commission’s appraisal of them.

 A plan for the transition between ‘as is’ and future operations including setting out

any interactions with other organisations or airports that will need to be considered.

3.1.1.4 Appendix B 

Appendix B of the Framework set out components of updated scheme design (including 
possible structure). Selected points comprising information on costings, energy and 
utilities requirements, geo-environmental issues and surface development plans are 
detailed below. 

21. Scheme promoters should prepare an overview of the engineering
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requirements, constraints and impacts of their scheme proposal. 

22. This will include preparing robust cost plans through the identification of high 
level engineering, construction and maintenance costs. 

23. Scheme promoters should consider and assess engineering issues in the 
following areas: 

 energy and utilities,  

 geo-environmental (including flood risk and impacts on water resources),  

 surface development works (on site). 

25. Promoters should then outline what measures will be required to address any 
short-fall or difficulties, and associated costs [relating to energy and utilities]. This may 
include plans to build new provision, reinforce existing local and regional supplies or 
route/re-route existing services, and will need to address the environmental 
consequences. 

27. Scheme promoters should undertake desk-based [geo-environmental] ground 
conditions assessment, comprising consideration of existing and previous uses of the 
development land, to determine what physical constraints and requirements exist or are 
likely to exist in relation to proposed or potential future engineering works, and the 
associated costs of overcoming these constraints or meeting these requirements. 

28. Promoters should establish the situation in relation to the following areas: 

 ground contamination, including requirements and options for eliminating any 

potential for significant environmental harm, and rendering land safe and fit for 

intended use (including protecting controlled waters); 

 flood risk, considering at a desk-top level all potential sources of flooding to the 

airport site and other areas that may be influenced by the development of the airport 

site, and assessment and appraisal of necessary flood defence works; and 

 specialist engineering works which may be necessary due to the quality of the 

ground surface, such as working on land in low-lying or water-logged areas. 

29.  Scheme promoters should undertake a high level evaluation of the site location 
and proposed layout’s compliance with relevant requirements of the Civil Aviation 
Authority and other European and international aviation authorities, including the 
requirements of the Safety Regulation Group’s Licensing of Aerodromes (CAP 168), 
both with regard to the current proposals and their potential future scalability. 

30. Scheme promoters should then establish, within the airport boundary and 
surrounding zone of influence, the engineering requirements in relation to the following 
aspects of surface development, and their associated costs: 

 demolitions and land clearance; 

 site drainage; 

 runway and ancillary construction, including design, siting, construction and covering 

of runway surfaces and strips, delethalisation works, runway end safety areas, 

emergency access and egress, taxiways, holding areas and aprons; 

 terminal and ancillary building construction, focusing in particular on abnormal 

buildability issues, or abnormal engineering items and costs; 

 waste management and foul water treatment, including in relation to construction 

requirements; 
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 safety works, allowing for safe and efficient evacuation of airports terminal buildings,

offices and service buildings and vehicle parks; and

 the carbon footprints of the above development and construction works.

32. Scheme promoters should identify any harmful impacts, or risks of harmful
impacts, their scheme may have on local residents, local communities or the local 
environment, and outline what measures they plan to put in place to limit these impacts 
or risks. 

33. Equally, scheme promoters should consider the opportunities to enhance or
improve the local environment or local communities, and outline what measures they 
plan to put in place to capitalise on these opportunities, while seeking innovate ideas 
regarding community engagement, employment, training, youth employment and 
education.  

34. Promoters will be guided as to the Commission’s particular environmental and
community concerns by referring to the relevant modules of this Appraisal Framework. 
Promoters should construct their mitigation strategies with these in mind.  

35. In particular promoters should provide details on, but not be limited to, the
following areas:  

 noise;

 air quality;

 place;

 biodiversity;

 water; and

 community.

3.2 Airports Commission’s Appraisal Questions 

The Airports Commission Consultation Document (November 2014): Section 4.7, 
presented consultation questions relating to the Commission’s appraisal. The following 
questions in particular were deemed most relevant during our data review and 
subsequent assessment: 

 Q4. In your view, are there any relevant factors that have not been fully addressed

by the Commission to date?

 Q5. Do you have any comments on the Commission’s sustainability assessments,
including methodology and results?

 Q7. Do you have any comments on the Commission’s business cases, including
methodology and results?

 Q8. Do you have any other comments?
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3.3 Airports Commission’s Conclusions 

3.3.1 Introduction 

In the Airports Commission’s Appraisal there are various conclusions drawn concerning 
the delivery and sustainability of the Heathrow NWR scheme that should have taken the 
pertaining ground conditions into account and in particular the known presence of 
landfills located across the proposed development area, including re-routed M25. 

The Airports Commission’s key conclusions relevant to this review are identified below.   

3.3.2 Heathrow Airport North West Runway Business Case and Sustainability 
 Assessment 

The following paragraphs appear in “Part 1: Business Case Section 4: Management 
Case” 

Delivery of Capacity; Airport Infrastructure: 

4.16  “On the available evidence, the Commission believes that the largest risks to the 
2026 date may arise from the tunnelling of the M25 and the relocation of the Energy 
from Waste plant.”

Delivery of Capacity; Other Challenges: 

4.27 “Flood risk mitigation: The proposed airfield expansion would, absent mitigating 
actions, somewhat increase the severity of an already extant flood risk to properties in 
the vicinity of the Heathrow site, principally to the West and South West of the site. The 
Commission believes that appropriate mitigating actions are possible and would need to 
be developed at the detailed design stage.”

Key Risks 

Risks associated with Landfills are not separately identified. The following text describes 
the Commission’s overall assessment of risks. 

4.29 All of the above risks, as well as the wider group of risks discussed in Module 16: 
Delivery present significant challenges that would need to be considered and, where 
appropriate, mitigated to ensure the delivery of new capacity by 2030. However, the 
Commission’s view on the basis of the available evidence is that most of the risks do not 
appear, in isolation, insurmountable and that the overall scale of risk to the scheme is 
not unexpected for a project of this nature at this stage of development. The most 
complicated risk arises from legal limits on air quality; this will need continued monitoring 
and assessment. 

Transition; Airport Infrastructure 

4.32  “The Updated Scheme Design submitted by Heathrow Airport Limited reflects 
well-understood international standards and principles. Perhaps the most complicated 
issue relating to the design is the requirement to place the M25 motorway into a tunnel 
under the new runway. This is reflected in the indicative 2026 opening date.” 
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Transition; Conclusions   

4.42 “On the basis of the evidence available at this time, the Commission’s view is that 
the updated design of the Heathrow Airport North West Runway proposal provides a 
credible option for the delivery of capacity in line with the Commission’s assessment of 
need.” 

4.43 “A number of risks and challenges exist, but these are not of an unusual nature or 
scale for a project of this type at the current level of the development. The Commission 
does not believe on the basis of its current evidence base that any of these risks are 
significant enough to undermine the viability of the scheme.” 

3.3.3 Heathrow Airport North West Runway Business Case & Sustainability 
 Assessment  

The following paragraphs appear in the individual assessment sections of “Part 2: 
Sustainability Assessment” 

Assessment: Carbon  

12.12 “The construction of new facilities and infrastructure has a one-off carbon impact 
over the construction period. The Commission expect this to be 11,260,690 tonnes, 
much of this occurring in 2026.” 

Assessment: Water and Flood Risk  

13.18 “We consider  it unlikely that the  impact of the scheme could become entirely NEUTRAL 

but  specific  areas  could  achieve  this.  This  analysis  is  on  top  of  a  baseline  scenario  where 

waterscape  is already, and will continue to be, heavily  impacted by the airport and associated 

development.” 

Assessment: Place  

14.1  “The Commission’s Place assessment takes information from several areas of 
appraisal: land take, landscape, waste and heritage impacts, to assess schemes against 
the Commission’s place objective: to minimise impacts on existing landscape character 
and heritage assets.” 

However, the Place Assessment is silent on the issue of existing landfills. 

3.3.4 Supporting Technical Reports 

The following sections identify relevant paragraphs from the underlying technical reports 
showing the extent of the assessment has been undertaken. 

Report 10. Place: Assessment (prepared by Jacobs for the Airports Commission); 

5.3.2 Assessment of Impacts during Construction Phase – Heathrow NWR 

Table 5.13 - Avoiding waste impacts on communities and natural environment 

“Potential Risks: A lack of waste forecasting data provided within the HAL submission 
means that impacts and management approaches to mitigation of land losses, heritage 
sites and greenfield/conservation-sites are difficult to substantiate based on the 
information available at this time. Potential noise/dust/vehicle emissions from on/off site 
transport are realised from wastes arising.” 
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“Additional Information Requirements: Waste forecasts and supporting waste data 
estimates, basis of estimates and assumptions that are indicated to form part of the 
proposed report on sustainability.” 

Jacobs Report 10; Table 5.14 - Re-provision of the existing EfW facility 

Planning or permitting difficulties in relocating the EfW on to the adjacent site specified 
by HAL. Insufficient space available at proposed site to practically relocate facilities. 
Delays or failure to re-provision could reduce capacity to treat and manage operational 
waste, transport and emissions off-site could increase, as a consequence of waste being 
transferred further for treatment. Any loss or delay could impact on the overall regional 
waste treatment capacity. 

HAL has also provided an updated plan, which shows the location of the EfW 
reprovision, however it is not possible to determine the dimensions of the proposed 
location from this plan. Confirmation of the size of the site identified for reprovision must 
be confirmed should the scheme progress. 

Jacobs Report 10; Table 5.15 - On-site management of construction, demolition 
and excavation waste 

“HAL proposes to: 

 Manage the construction and demolition waste and aims to minimise the quantity of

material taken off-site.

 Reuse excavation wastes including reuse of all non-hazardous wastes onsite.

 Treat materials that cannot be remediated, using off-site treatment methods”

“Potential risks: Larger quantities of waste generated as a consequence of construction 
activity, or limitations on the ability to treat or reuse waste on-site, leading to potential 
increased noise/dust/vehicle emissions from on-site/off-site transport plus an increase in 
off-site vehicle movements.” 

“Justification and evidence:  

 Geo Environmental Assessment – 4, Mitigation Strategy, Table 4.1 – covers material
resource efficiency options, such as reuse of materials, in limited detail.

 No forecasts of waste arisings from construction or excavation phase are provided,
or waste reduction and material management options which would be relevant to

specific waste types.

 No projections are provided by HAL for potential material quantities requiring offsite
disposal or assessment of off-site capacity.

 Clarifications were sought on intended waste reduction and material management

options including approaches to achieving the aim to reduce the amount of waste

that has to be taken off site for disposal.”

Additional information requirements:  

 Forecasts for waste arisings from construction and excavation phase, including any

option appraisal process for management of specific waste types in accordance with

waste hierarchy.
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 Estimated forecast of materials likely to require remediation and/or disposal offsite,

including surplus and method of management and assessment of available off-site

capacity for managing such material.

 Evidence base to support projected reuse of all non-hazardous waste on-site.

Jacobs Report 10; Table 5.16 - Engineering and excavation of historic landfills 

“Proposal: Engineering and excavation of historic landfills is proposed as part of the 
mitigation strategy.” 

“Potential risks: Limited quantification of historic landfill material requiring excavation and 
removal may result in underestimate of quantity and type of waste, resulting in increased 
noise/dust/vehicle emissions as a consequence of material being removed off-site.” 

“Proposed mitigation: A range of mitigation measures are included within Section 4 of 
the Geo-Environmental Assessment, including: 

 Material reuse (and appropriate permitting).

 Managing waste appropriately during construction.

 Completing a Materials Management Plan.

 Completing an Environmental Management Plan.

The submission assumes that the mitigation will be undertaken through design rather 
than remediation of contaminated land due to the extensive area of landfill present and 
associated treatment and disposal costs.” 

“Evidence and justification:  

 No forecast of quantities arising from waste excavation.

 No detailed explanation of how proposed approaches would reduce environmental

impact of specific waste streams, or types of procedures which would reduce loss of
agricultural land, loss of habitat or visual impact on landscape, reduce transport

impacts.”

“Additional information requirements: Forecasts which quantify the extent to which 
landfills are likely to be removed or disturbed as part of the proposed scheme 
development.” 

Jacobs Report 10; Table 5.17 - Management of construction, demolition and 
excavation 

“Proposal: HAL proposes to undertake management of construction, demolition and 
excavation waste in accordance with a Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP).” 

Potential risks: Limited forecasting of waste data means that the risk of off-site disposal 
of construction waste cannot be fully assessed. Off-site disposal of construction waste 
could result in increased noise/dust/vehicle emissions as a consequence of off-site 
transport of material.” 

“Justification and evidence: Whilst a detailed SWMP would not be expected at this 
stage, the submission contains: 

 No forecast of construction, demolition or excavation waste;
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 Limited detail of benchmarks to justify proposed performance; and

 Limited detail of how waste management performance will be monitored and

reported.”

“Additional information requirements: 

 Waste forecast (type/how much/when) for each element of the development.

 Proposed benchmarking of waste management performance to ensure a high level

of waste management performance is achieved.

 Details of how waste management performance will be monitored and reported.”

Jacobs Report 10; §5.3.2; General Observations  

……In summary, limited data has been provided by the scheme promoter to 
substantiate how key points of the assessment framework have been addressed. 

Jacobs Report 10; 5.3.4 Contamination assessment - Heathrow Northwest Runway 

Table 5.22 – Heathrow NWR contaminated land assessment 

“Potential Contamination Impacts During Construction:  

During the construction phase, construction workers are likely to come into direct contact 
with contaminated made ground, particularly in areas of landfill and areas of excavation, 
tunnelling and levelling. However risks to construction and maintenance workers have 
been assessed as low, assuming that appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
is used during intrusive works, monitoring of dust and vapour is undertaken and good 
hygiene is used as appropriate. Risks to off-site residents are considered to be 
moderate. Given the scale of the development and the associated disturbance of landfill 
materials, it is likely that dusts and odours may be produced. 

Risks during construction are generally assessed as low to moderate and mainly relate 
to creation of pathways due to potential piling and drainage, and potential spills and 
leaks from equipment. It is considered that these risks can be managed and mitigated by 
ensuring good construction practice through use of a Construction Environmental 
Management Plan.” 

Proposed mitigation: During Construction 

 Materials re-use (with appropriate permitting).

 Foundation works risk assessment.

 Engineered drainage with spill capture.

 Use of correct materials in the construction of any potable water pipes and other

structures.

 Ensure appropriate H&S measures during construction (Including but not limited to
use of appropriate personal protective equipment, respiratory protective equipment,

confined spaces working, good site hygiene etc).

 Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) including but not limited to
dust suppression, odour management, environmental monitoring, storage of

materials, management of surface water and runoff etc).

 Undertake environmental monitoring during the construction phase.

 Manage waste appropriately during construction.
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 Complete a materials management plan for the site works which would include
procedures for sustainable use of soils on site where possible. Compensation may

be required for the loss of grade 1 or 2 agricultural soils.”

“Justification and evidence: The baseline given in the submitted proposal appears to be 
robust with relevant information considered. Risks and mitigation have been included in 
the report and these appear adequate for the stage of the proposal.” 

“Additional information requirements: Site investigations including ground gas monitoring 
to assess and confirm contamination in relevant areas of the site should be undertaken 
prior to any construction works. This is confirmed in the submitted geo-environmental 
report. Risk assessments and refinement of mitigation measures will be needed 
following the site investigations.” 

Jacobs Report 10; §5.3.5 Waste Assessment Conclusions - Heathrow Northwest 
Runway 

“Consideration and approaches to the management of construction waste arising as a 
consequence of the development contained within the HAL submission is limited by the 
absence of a Site Waste Management Plan. A lack of construction waste arisings 
forecasts means that proposals for managing waste materials effectively and sustainably 
are essentially generic. Supporting technical appendices documents identify the need to 
manage waste appropriately during construction, with commitments to completing a 
Materials Management Plan also referenced; however no further detailed plans or 
proposals have been made available at the time of writing. 

In the absence of forecasted waste arising from the construction process, there is no 
suggestion of KPIs or targets which would support aspirations for waste prevention, 
reuse, recycling and diversion from landfill.” 

Airports Commission; Report 16. Delivery: Risk Assessment and Mitigation -
Implementation  

Some paragraphs of relevance are identified below, however, there is no specific 
mention of the scale of landfill remediation required: 

5.3 “Manageable levels of engineering risk: In relation to the delivery of airport 
infrastructure, the risks associated with the Heathrow Airport North West Runway 
scheme are at a level which would be considered normal for a project of this nature and 
scale. The most complicated aspect of the scheme’s engineering involves the placement 
of a section of the M25 motorway into tunnel. This is a major project in its own right, with 
a protracted delivery time that has been factored into the estimated opening date for the 
scheme of 2026. Managing the project while ensuring no unacceptable disruption to 
traffic flows on a key part of the strategic road network will present a particular 
challenge. However, on the basis of the available evidence, there is no reason to believe 
that this work cannot be delivered successfully.”  

5.4 “Management of flood risk is important: While the current Heathrow airfield is not 
considered susceptible to flooding, areas adjacent to the airfield, particularly to the west, 
are considered to have significant flood risk. The proposed expanded airfield would 
impinge upon flood plain and potentially heighten this flood risk. Mitigating actions have 
been identified which can negate this disbenefit and on the basis of the available 
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evidence it appears that the risk of heightened flood risk in adjacent areas can be 
offset.” 

5.14 “Replacement of Energy from Waste Plant is required: The proposed airfield 
expansion would require the removal and replacement of the Lakeside Energy from 
Waste Plant. The plant, while not of national importance, nevertheless plays a significant 
role in regional and local waste management and has a valuable capability to process 
clinical waste and other contaminated material. Its replacement is not considered an 
optional component of the scheme. The planning and construction of an Energy from 
Waste Plant is a substantial exercise in its own right, whose timescales are not 
substantially shorter than the delivery of new runway infrastructure. The process of 
planning a provision of an alternative facility would, therefore, need to begin soon after a 
decision to proceed with airport expansion.” 
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4 OUTCOMES OF LANDFILL ASSESSMENT 

A number of technical documents were referenced in order to support the findings of this 
commentary; these are listed in full in the report Bibliography. 

4.1 Overview of the Local Geology and Hydrology  

A brief overview of the geology, hydrology, hydrogeology and potential flood risk 
associated with the proposed Heathrow NWR scheme is presented below.  

According to the Commission’s analysis (Technical Analysis 10. Place: Assessment) the 
land take associated with the proposed Heathrow Airport Northwest Runway (NWR) 
airport expansion and potential land affected by surface access construction, is 
approximately 568.8 ha (including areas outside of the development red line where 
landscape and other environmental enhancements are proposed) and 294.2 ha 
respectively. An additional 42.9 hectares of land is identified for flood storage. 

RSK estimates that the additional land required within the main development red line at 
Heathrow to build the proposed NWR and associated developments, as shown on the 
Commission’s drawings prepared by Jacobs, is approximately 489 hectares (4.9 km2). 

4.1.1 Geology 

The proposed development is underlain by superficial deposits, dominated largely by 
Alluvium and Taplow and Shepperton Gravels (British Geological Survey, 2014), and 
London Clay. The London Clay comprises clay mottled with fine-grained sand and 
laminated clay. This overlies the Lambeth Group which is subsequently underlain by 
Chalk. Borehole records held in the BGS on-line database indicate that the Chalk 
Formation is at depths of over 70m below ground level in this area. 

4.1.1.1 Gravel Extraction 

The gravel beds within the superficial deposits are an important mineral resource 
regionally, both historically and current day. Jacobs (April 2008) stated that: 

‘The proposed development is likely to affect the mineral extraction of approximately 6.0 
million tonnes (mt) of gravel. From this, it can be seen that the proposal is likely to have 
quite a significant impact on the limited mineral resource available in West London and 
is also likely to impact regional planning outside of London. These resources provide a 
significant proportion of the annual requirements for the London Borough of Hillingdon 
towards the West London apportionment.’ 

A summary of the minerals resources on the NWR area is presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Estimated total areas of mineral (sand and gravel) resources on NWR area 

Resource Description Surface area (ha) 

Current permitted mineral working sites 38 

Designated future and preferred or possible mineral working sites 160 

Total 198 

The loss of opportunity to extract the regionally significant mineral resources will have 
implications on mineral planning (and subsequent landfill capacity) at the local borough 
and GLA’s London-wide levels with the requirement to meet the West London mineral 
resources apportionment potentially transferring to East London or elsewhere outside 
the GLA region. Due to existing development within the GLA region, there is only very 
limited opportunity to exploit gravel resources elsewhere, meaning that alternative 
resources in the Home Counties or beyond will have to be relied upon to make up the 
shortfall in future years. Similarly, voids formed by gravel extraction suitable for future 
landfilling will be lost. Pits created by historical gravel quarrying have often been 
backfilled with a variety of waste types such as household, commercial and industrial. 

The main impact of this loss of mineral resources and landfill capacity will be that 
minerals and wastes will have to be transported considerably further in and out of 
London, with the associated increase in HGV traffic levels, carbon emissions and 
impacts on local communities affected.    

4.1.2 Hydrology 

The River Colne joins the River Thames some 4km to the south of the airport and the 
River Crane joins 6km to the east. Two artificial waterways, Longford River and the 
Duke of Northumberland’s River, run along the western and southern boundaries of the 
airport. There are numerous flooded sand and gravel pits, particularly along the Colne 
Valley in the Regional Park. Large reservoirs such as Wraysbury and Staines are also 
present in the locality of the proposed scheme. 

4.1.3 Hydrogeology and Groundwater Abstraction 

According to aquifer mapping compiled by the Environment Agency, the head deposits 
and Shepperton Gravel Member are classified as a Principal superficial aquifer, while 
the Alluvium is classified as a Secondary A aquifer. The underlying London Clay is 
essentially an aquiclude, in which any groundwater present is likely to consist of 
localised seepages and/or minor flows. According to Environment Agency online 
mapping, there are two groundwater Source Protection Zones located within 1km of the 
proposed development area. Groundwater vulnerability is intermediate to high due to 
highly permeable soils. The regional groundwater flow direction in the River Terrace 
Deposits is considered to be to the south, towards the River Thames, however local flow 
direction across the site may vary due to historical construction activities. 

Groundwater in the London Borough of Hounslow has been affected by over a century 
of industrial use, gravel extractions and landfill operations. Approximately 17% of the 
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borough is underlain by landfill or old borrow pits, resulting from the extraction of gravels 
for construction purposes. 

4.1.4 Flood Risk 

A significant part of the proposed development footprint lies within Zones 2 or 3 of the 
fluvial floodplain associated with the River Colne and other watercourses. A number of 
the landfills within the development footprint lie within what was likely to have been 
fluvial floodplain before gravel extraction and subsequent landfilling took place. Hence, 
their current exclusion from the EA’s mapped flood plain is due to historic landfilling.   

Groundwater levels in the River Terrace Gravels underlying much of the site are close to 
ground level. Recharge of the gravels from rainfall or from the hydraulic connection to 
watercourses could raise water levels sufficiently to cause groundwater flooding. With 
respect to groundwater flooding, the co-ordination between the culverting, diversion and 
creation of a new channel (the ‘River Colne Spur’), along with loss of flood storage in the 
Colne Brook, Wraysbury River and River Colne floodplains warrants consideration due 
to the significant impacts that could ensue. Even with mitigations the proposed actions 
are likely to have residual adverse effects on flood risk within the footprint of the 
proposed scheme. 

4.2 Existing landfills 

RSK has conducted a high-level assessment of ground conditions within and 
surrounding the proposed NWR development area, focussing on the presence of large 
areas and volumes of historic and currently licensed landfilling. 

In order to establish the potential impact of landfilling on the proposed development, it is 
necessary to understand the spatial relationship of landfilling to the proposed 
development. Figure 2 illustrates RSK’s current understanding of the following: 

 The proposed NW Runway Development Area footprint (red line);

 The current existing airport area footprint (black line);

 Landfilled areas recorded in publicly available information published by the
Environment Agency, segregated by:

o Closed (historic) landfills;

o Active (currently licensed) landfills.

This information is also contained in the AMEC Geo-Environmental Assessment report 
submitted by HAL, which states that ‘worked ground – infilled ground, described as 
landfill materials (inert, industrial, commercial, household, special, liquids/sludges, 
construction, demolition and dredging), to have an approximate thickness of up to 8.0m. 

Referencing the above plans to the published NW Runway development area allowed 
an indicative qualitative assessment of which landfill areas may be potentially affected 
by a significant change of use within the proposed development. This assessment is 
included in Table 2 below. 

The total surface area of landfills within the NWR boundary is estimated to be 
approximately 182 ha (1.8 km2) i.e. 37% of the main development area of 489 hectares 
(4.9 km2). 
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Table 2: Landfills with the proposed NWR development footprint 

Landfill name / names1 
Current land 

use 
Proposed Development type 

Proposed change of 
land use? 

Harmondsworth Landfill Site Sipson Undeveloped Runway/taxiways Yes

South of Moor Lane Undeveloped Peripheral runway land Yes 

Colnbrook By-pass, Hillingdon Undeveloped Runway / taxiways Yes 

British Airways Area 4 Prospect Park 
Landfill 

Undeveloped Peripheral runway land/M25 diversion and 
tunnel/river diversion 

Yes 

Accommodation Lane, Harmondsworth     
(Area 3 Prospect Park) 

Undeveloped Peripheral runway land Yes 

Willow Piggeries Undeveloped Runway/taxiways/M25 diversion and  tunnel/ river 
diversion 

Yes 

Home Farm Undeveloped Runway/peripheral runway land/ M25 diversion and 
tunnel 

Yes 

Colnbrook By Pass No.1 
Commercial / 
industrial 

Runway/taxiways/M25 diversion and tunnel/ river 
diversion 

Yes 

Egglesey Farm Area C Undeveloped Peripheral runway land Yes 

Tanhouse Farm No.1 Undeveloped Runway/peripheral runway land Yes 

Tanhouse Farm No.2 Undeveloped Peripheral runway land Yes 

Tanhouse Farm, Colnbrook 
Commercial / 
industrial 

Runway/peripheral runway land/ possible effects on 
adjacent lake 

Yes 

Accommodation Lane West Undeveloped Taxiways/M25 diversion and tunnel/river diversion Yes 

Accommodation Lane East No.1 Undeveloped Taxiways/stands Yes

Accommodation Lane East No.2 
Undeveloped / 
horse farm 

Taxiways/stands/M25 diversion and tunnel/ river 
diversion Yes 

Accommodation Lane East No.3 Agricultural Taxiways/stands Yes

South of Old Bath Road No.1 Undeveloped Taxiways/M25 diversion and tunnel/ 

 river diversion 
Yes 

Horton Road (Includes overlapping area 
indicated as "South of Old Bath Road 2") 

Undeveloped Ancillary/M25 diversion and tunnel/ 

 river diversion 
Yes 

Stanwell Moor Road West / Spout Lane  
Tip / Spout Arch (overlapping) 

Undeveloped / 
balancing pond Taxiways/balancing ponds Yes 

Stanwell No. 2 Gravel pits Ancillary/parking Yes

Stanwell III Landfill, Staines Gravel pits / 
open land

Parking No

Perry Oaks Sewage Works Aircraft stands Stands No 

Mentone Farm Open land Ancillary No 

Heathrow Runway2 Runway Runway, terminal area, taxiways No 

Hatton Cross Peripheral 
runway land 

Peripheral runway land, 

non operational stands 
Yes 

British Airways Catering Commercial / 
industrial Ancillary No 

Straddling the Causeway Ponds Balancing ponds No 

Notes: 1) Names as recorded on EA “What’s in my Backyard?” website. Multiple names indicate where several landfilled areas 
overlap. 2) The Heathrow Runway ‘Landfill’ is an area of historic Made Ground reported to contain reworked sand and gravel. 
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Where a potentially significant change of land usage is proposed above, RSK has 
conducted a high level assessment of the properties of the landfilled areas, in order that 
commentary can be made regarding potential costs, consequences and engineering 
implications associated with their redevelopment. A detailed assessment of publicly 
available information is included as Appendix D for the 21 landfill areas listed above. 

The assessment includes details including: 

 Whether the landfill is closed (historic) or active (currently licensed);

 The years filling took place, where known;

 The types and classes of wastes accepted, where known;

 The approximate total surface area of each landfill, together with the approximate
area covered by the proposed NW Development Area footprint; and

 The known depths to London Clay, obtained via assessment of regional boreholes
records.

Since individual records of landfilling depth are not available / available publicly, the 
depth to London Clay is considered a useful analogue for the potential total landfill 
depth, since many of the landfills were originally formed following extraction of the 
overlying terrace sand and gravel deposits. Some landfills may have extended down into 
the London Clay to win clay fill material, but others may have stopped short of the base 
of the gravels, where for instance groundwater ingress halted operations. On balance, 
the top of the London Clay is a reasonable average depth to assume at this stage. 

Within Appendix D, basic calculations are included which provide a high level estimate 
of the potential volume of landfill material, including bunding and capping where 
present, which may be present at each landfilled area. It should be noted that the 
numbers generated are indicative only, and have been generated using a number of 
basic assumptions: 

 The total depth of landfill has been assumed as the depth to the upper surface of the

London Clay since no site specific information of filling depths is publicly available;

 The landfilled area incorporated within volume calculations has been assumed as
75% of the total surface area, to account for the side slopes to the open gravel

workings and associated likely reduction in excavated area with depth.

The results of the above volume assessment have been sub-divided within Appendix D 
into the volumes of the different broad waste types stated or recorded to be present in 
the available records consulted. The landfilled waste volumes derived from this analysis 
within the 21 subject landfills affected by the proposed NW development area are 
summarised below in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Estimated total volumes and types of wastes within existing landfills on NWR 
area 

Landfill waste class 
Potential landfill 

volume (m3) 

Landfills containing inert fill only 695,850 

Landfills with unknown contents 958,440 

Landfills with combination of inert 
industrial/commercial/household/other 
wastes 

With inert component 1,840,650 

Without inert 
components 

2,994,075 

Landfills with special wastes/liquids/sludge 1,195,725 

Total 7,684,740

4.3 Remediation of existing landfills 

For development to take place in areas of existing landfills, some form of engineering 
and/or environmental remediation is likely to be required, particularly for the landfills that 
accepted any waste other than inert material.  

Various options for environmental remediation and physical ground improvement would 
allow subsequent development to occur. As illustrated in Table 3, the existing landfills 
contain a variable percentage of waste materials, which will be one of many determining 
factor in the selection and execution of the most appropriate remediation techniques and 
in the resulting outcomes.  

The main technique for the treatment of large quantities of non-inert waste material 
would involve ‘mining’ the landfill and undertaking soil processing to include screening, 
washing and sorting of the material. Landfill ‘mining’ involves the use of large scale 
earthworks plant to strip off capping materials and excavate out landfilled wastes. 
Depending upon the original design of the landfill and its current condition, wastes may 
be relatively dry right through to being completely saturated and below the water table. 
Wet wastes, as may be found particularly in those landfills located in the low-lying Colne 
valley floodplain in the west of the Heathrow NWR area, present many challenges both 
in terms of their stability and capacity to support earthmoving plant, and for processing 
through soil washing plants.  

Soil washing plants are engineered to separate out the various constituents of their 
feedstock using a variety of equipment and process stages, ultimately to generate 
quantities of inert, more granular suitable engineering fill and more fines-rich 
landscaping materials for reuse in the works, plus a collection of unsuitable materials for 
disposal elsewhere, e.g. hazardous fines, recovered metals, wood/timber and rags. Soil 
washing plants use a significant amount of process water, which is largely recovered, 
treated (e.g. fines allowed to settle out) and recycled back through the plant. Process 
water does become contaminated and must be treated and disposed of in accordance 
with normal wastewater requirements and regulations. Typically, each landfill mining 
project requires a soil washing plant specifically designed to deal with the contents of 
that landfill. Hence, the specialist contractors tend to set up trials to refine their 
equipment and processes before going into full production.  
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At Heathrow NWR, the number and range of landfills present indicates that several 
plants would have to be working at once, taking wastes from the different areas of 
landfill excavations and using a large fleet of off-road haulage lorries to move materials, 
with associated air quality, noise and carbon emission impacts.        

Ground improvement techniques are likely to be possible for the inert landfills and may 
include dynamic compaction or piling, however a comparatively low percentage of purely 
inert landfill is recorded as being present within the proposed development boundary. 

There is little scope for in situ treatment of waste except from a physical ground 
improvement (geotechnical) point of view using methods to stabilise the waste to 
improve geotechnical parameters or to address specific soil contamination. 

Material recovered from the landfill ‘mining’ and soil washing process would either be 
sent for recycling off-site or re-used on site to the benefit of the development, should it 
be considered suitable. The screening, washing and sorting of the landfilled waste would 
result in the removal of significant quantities of organic matter from the soils and 
aggregates. This removal will typically significantly reduce the potential for future landfill 
gas generation. 

A current RSK project involves the supervision of what is considered a major remedial 
soil washing operation on a 20 hectare historic landfill in southeast England used for 
construction/demolition waste (mainly rubble, wood and aggregates) and 
commercial/industrial waste (mainly plastic, wood, paper and soil). During these works it 
has been demonstrated that typically between 50% and 80% of the material generated 
has been made suitable for bulk earthworks structural fill for the proposed low-rise 
residential redevelopment of the site. Very little of the material (relative %) has had to 
leave site for off-site disposal purposes. However, this project is small when compared 
with the potential scale of the necessary soil washing for the Heathrow NWR 
development, which will have to address a surface area of landfills of the order of 10 
times greater than this.  

The above project indicated that the typical cost for excavation and treatment only of the 
above waste stream was circa £40/m3.  

Based on the above works, an indication of the percentages of material that may be able 
to be re-used following the soil washing process is indicated in Table 4 below. 

Table 4: Potential recoverable materials from wastes suitable for re-use on NRW 
development 

Landfill waste class 
Potential recoverable material 
suitable for re-use (%) 

Landfills containing Inert fill only 70% - 90% 

Landfills with unknown contents Unknown 

Landfills with combination  
of industrial/commercial/ 
household/other wastes 

With inert component 50% - 80%, towards the higher 
end of range where significant 
inert material present Without inert component

Landfills with special wastes/liquids/sludge 10% - 40% 
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The indicative volumes and types of wastes given in Table 3 together with the potential 
proportions of materials types generated by on-site treatment given in Table 4 provides 
a measure of the approximate volumes of materials available for re-use in the NRW 
works and residue of unsuitable materials that will need to be dealt with. These figures 
are given in Table 5. 

The assessment undertaken in Table 5 assumes that all landfill wastes within the 
footprint of the proposed Heathrow NWR scheme are excavated out and treated, and 
therefore provides a set of upper bounds for these volumes. The non-hazardous 
unsuitable engineering fill may be suitable for re-use within the NRW scheme, for 
instance in constructing noise attenuation earth bunds. The hazardous unsuitable 
material could be re-deposited on site within a new engineered containment landfill, 
located away from any sensitive structures. 

Table 5: Potential volumes of materials after landfill excavation and treatment 

A further consequence of the very large scale of contaminated land/landfill to be treated 
and the potential deficit of suitable fill materials on site is likely to result in a massive 
demand for on and off site bulk materials movements, with associated transport and 
communities impacts over a construction period lasting many years. 

4.4 Commentary regarding potential costs, consequences and 
engineering implications 

4.4.1 Levels and cut and fill balance 

HAL’s submission Taking Britain further Volume 1 Section 6.8 sets out their overview of 
the engineering plans for the NWR and associated developments, including levels 
(Section 6.8.2) and Geo-environmental (Section 6.8.3) proposals. In section 6.8.2 there 

Landfill waste class 
Potential volumes of materials after landfill 

excavation and treatment (million m3) 

Total 
volume

Inert, suitable 
engineering fill

Non-hazardous 
unsuitable 

engineering fill 
material 

Hazardous 
unsuitable 
material 

Landfills containing inert fill only 0.7m 0.5m – 0.6m 0.1m – 0.2m - 

Landfills with unknown contents 1.0m 0.1m – 0.9m 0.1m – 0.9m - 

Landfills with 
combination of 
industrial / 
commercial / 
household /    
other wastes 

With inert 
component 

1.8m 1.3m – 1.5m 0.3m – 0.5m - 

Without inert 
component 

3.0m 1.5m – 2.1m 0.9m – 1.5m - 

Landfills with special wastes / 
liquids/ sludge 

1.2m 0.1m – 0.5m - 0.7m – 1.1m 

Total 7.7m 3.5m – 5.6m 1.4m – 3.1m 0.7m – 1.1m 
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is a earthworks level difference model (‘cut and fill’) plan (Figure 6.26) and four cross 
sections (Figures 6.27 to 6.29), with the stated maximum depths of cut and fill being 
3.42m and 6.24m respectively. These earthworks profiles are also presented as A3 
Appendices 15 and 16 within the Technical Submission document. HAL states “an 
estimate of the volume of cut from bulk earthworks and basement and tunnel 
excavations is 4.8 Mm3 and an estimate of the volume of fill is 3 Mm3”.   

It is currently unclear the extent to which these cut and fill balance calculations take into 
account the presence of landfilled areas of varying depth and composition. It would 
appear that no account has been taken in these calculations of the nature of the 
materials to be cut, or of the fact that where levels need to be reduced across areas of 
landfill this will remove capping materials and expose wastes. This in turn is likely to 
require further excavation of the wastes and subsequent backfilling with engineered fill 
to create the development platform. Furthermore, much of the areas scheduled for 
relatively shallow cutting in natural ground are likely to yield topsoil and finer grained 
alluvium, e.g. ‘brickearth’ type deposits, which will typically not be suitable for the 
structural fill needed to create the large-scale development platform.  

Hence, there appears to be a significant risk of a substantial shortfall of suitable site-
derived cut materials to satisfy the demands for structural earthworks filling, especially 
within the lower lying floodplain areas either side of the M25.  

4.4.2 Geo-environmental 

HAL’s submission Taking Britain further Volume 1 Section 6.8.3 Geo-environmental 
acknowledges the need for some specialist engineering solutions and refers to 
construction in landfill areas and states that the specialist engineering solutions include 
excavate and replace, treat landfill materials or improve foundation conditions in landfill 
areas using one or a combination of stated techniques (see section 4.4.3 below). In 
contradiction to this, the Operational Conceptual Model - Zone 1 for the proposed 
runway prepared by Mott MacDonald and shown as Figure 3.2 in the AMEC Geo-
Environmental Assessment Report appears to show the runway to be supported entirely 
on piled foundations, a proportion of which would have to penetrate down through 
existing landfills.  By extension, all taxiways and aprons would also need piling. In 
addition to this apparent difference in approach, there is no clear reference to the 
proposed design and construction of the remaining, majority of the site formation. 

The AMEC Geo-Environmental Assessment Report submitted indicates that, where 
development is proposed on or adjacent to landfill sites, it should not compromise the 
pollution control measures or the ability to take remedial action if a pollution problem 
arises. The integrity of the cap and the leachate and gas management systems of 
existing landfills would have to be maintained until the landfill has ceased to generate 
gases and physically stabilised. In most instances, apart from very well controlled ‘inert’ 
sites, a landfill may not become fully stabilised for tens or even hundreds of years. RSK 
considers it would be unlikely for a planning authority or the Environment Agency to 
allow most forms of development over active landfills which require monitoring (gas and 
leachate), or to allow closure and surrender of the licence/permit as future access may 
be required for remedial measures should this be required. 
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In practice, all landfills within the proposed development area would need to satisfy two 
sets of criteria relating to their pollution control status and to their physical (geotechnical) 
state and stability. There are likely to be four main scenarios: 

 Existing closed inert landfills: if it could be established that the material could be re-
used then only geotechnical assessment and earthworks processes would apply;

 Existing closed non-engineered*, non-inert landfills: potential for re-use of material
depending on the status of the material used. These landfills are likely to require
either excavation, treatment and either re-deposition or offsite disposal;

 Existing active non-engineered landfills: these landfills are likely to require either

excavation and treatment and either re-deposition or offsite disposal, or alternatively

containment in situ, together with any geotechnical enhancement. The status of the

landfill licence/permit may still require gas or leachate control measures; and

 Existing active engineered landfills: Wherever possible these should be left

undisturbed but this will depend on their position in relation to the proposed

development. Development over the top may not be possible (using for instance
piled foundations designed and installed in a manner approved by the Environment

Agency), or at least constrained, as access may still be required to access the

gas/leachate control systems.

*Note: Non-engineered landfills are waste depositories in which wastes have been dumped
into a void in the ground (usually formed by previous mineral extraction) with no or 

inadequate measures installed to control gas and leachate generation and movements.   

Given the uncertainties noted in RSK’s landfill assessment above, it is difficult to present 
accurate forecasts regarding potential treatment needs/mitigation costs. It can be stated 
however, that where mitigation is required whether for environmental or geotechnical 
reasons, the volume of landfill within the proposed NWR development area would 
necessitate a significant investment in terms of both monetary cost and programme 
timescale. 

For comparison, the remediation of the Olympic Park at Stratford, which was at the time 
the UK’s largest ever soil-washing operation, involved the treatment of around 1 million 
m3 of contaminated soils (out of a total of around 2 million m3 of cut and fill earthworks 
operations) using a variety of techniques including bioremediation (30,000m3), soil 
washing (700,000m3), and chemical and geotechnical stabilisation. This remediation 
took around three years to complete at a cost of several hundred million pounds. 

Relating this scale of operation to Heathrow NWR, there are several critical pieces of 
proposed infrastructure that are each likely to require remediation of in excess of 
1,000,000m3 landfill wastes to deliver: 

 M25 diversion/tunnel, river diversion

 Southern pollution storage lagoons

 Runway/taxiway site formation

4.4.3 Specialist Engineering Solutions – For landfills 

HAL’s submission Taking Britain further Volume 1 Section 6.8.3 Geo-environmental 
acknowledges the need for specialist engineering solutions for construction in landfill 
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areas, although their discussion appears to limit the application of these solutions to 
infrastructure works only (Volume 1 section 6.8.3.3), whereas proposed buildings and 
tunnels are also located in areas of existing landfills, e.g. the proposed cut and cover 
tunnel for the M25 diversion. These solutions are stated to include: 

 Excavate and replace. Agreement would need to reached with the Environment

Agency as to whether the excavated materials are suitable for reuse on site e.g. as
fill material in earth bunds on the perimeter, or whether the degree of contamination
requires that they be removed offsite to a controlled landfill site

 Treat landfill materials or improve foundation conditions in landfill areas, using one of
(or?) a combination of the following techniques depending on suitability for the
particular element of infrastructure:

 Improve properties of landfill in situ, for instance by dynamic compaction (DC),
vibro-compaction (VC), preloading or in-situ mixing

 Improve properties of landfill by excavating and re-compacting, perhaps with

lime/cement

 Transmit loads through landfill to competent strata, for instance by use of
stone columns or piles.

These are standard generic solutions. The submissions do not provide a realistic 
estimate of the likely scale of works associated with the first option above to excavate 
and replace landfills. 

4.5 Sources of contamination and sensitive receptors 

The sources of contamination present within landfills could affect the Principal aquifer 
within the River Terrace Deposits by leaching of contaminants. There is also the 
possibility that surface water features have been impacted given their proximity to the 
landfills. The landfill sites could also be a source of landfill gas, dependent upon the 
waste composition, which could pose a risk to both construction workers and end-users 
in areas of enclosed buildings or confined spaces (e.g. tunnels, underground structures). 
In their current condition, prior to mitigation measures, there are considered to be low to 
moderate risks to current site users and low risk to off-site residents. During the 
construction phase, risks to construction and maintenance workers are considered to be 
low, based on the assumption that workers would use appropriate personal protective 
equipment (PPE), adopt best practice site hygiene procedures and comply with health, 
safety and environmental management plans. On site monitoring may also be required 
to manage the risks to human health including fugitive dust from construction and 
ground gas due to the presence of landfills. There is the potential for unexpected 
contamination to be present at the site. 

For instance, during the construction of the M25 to the north of the M25/M4a Junction, 
former gravel workings at Palmers Moor Farm were found to have been infilled with 
large quantities of asbestos wastes from the former Cape Board Products factories in 
Harefield and Uxbridge. The design of the motorway adopted in response to these 
findings involved building the carriageways as fully piled concrete viaducts (Ref 21).   
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4.6 Geotechnical Considerations  

4.6.1 Ground conditions 

The NWR site straddles a sequence of north-south trending alluvial deposits associated 
with the Colne valley in the west and a generally older sequence of raised terrace 
alluvial deposits associated with the west-east trending Thames valley in the east. 
These superficial deposits are underlain by London Clay and older strata. As described 
previously, the superficial deposits have been extensively worked for minerals and 
workings landfilled, resulting in a relatively complex set of shallow to moderate depth 
geotechnical conditions. 

4.6.2 Tunnelling and culverting 

The proposed scheme requires the diversion of the M25 motorway below the runway 
extension. Figure 16b of the Heathrow Refreshed Masterplan (Volume 3 of the 
Heathrow Technical Submission) appears to show that the finished construction of the 
M25 will descend up to 8m below local ground level over a length of in excess of 850m. 
Figure 15f of the submission shows that a box culvert for several rivers runs adjacent to 
the motorway, and that together the finished construction for motorway and culvert are 
150m wide. 

It is accepted (Jacobs, 2014 for Airports Commission) that the tunnelling operation 
required to divert the M25 will present a substantial engineering challenge to the 
scheme, however the Airports Commission believe that the proposed tunnelling would 
still be deliverable in the timescales available.  

All constructions will require both temporary dewatering during construction and 
permanent groundwater control during operation. Dewatering will have an impact on at 
least some of the identified groundwater abstractions within the superficial deposit 
aquifer. 

The Jacobs report does not refer to any challenges linked to the route of the proposed 
Western Rail Access to Heathrow (WRAH) that passes beneath the western end of the 
proposed NWR. There will be a complex set of interactions between the runway 
construction, specifically the surcharge imposed by several metres of infilling, the 
diverted M25 tunnel construction and the WRAH railway tunnel (which may be built and 
operational at the time of the NWR construction works). 

4.6.3 Specific local geotechnical risk factors 

In addition to concerns about landfills, it is noted that the proposed Heathrow NWR 
development is located in a neighbourhood where three previous major construction 
projects have experienced significant geotechnical problems relating to ground 
conditions, namely Prospect Park, the Iver to Wraysbury Water Tunnel and the M25/M4 
Junction (M25 Junction 15/M4 Junction 4a).  

An indication of these concerns is outlined below.     

 Properties of the London Clay – No reference has been made to the existing low-

angle tectonic shear surfaces likely to be present in the London Clay across the 

whole area of the proposed Heathrow NWR site. These features were responsible 
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for two landslides that occurred only 9 weeks after excavation at Prospect Park and 

similar conditions were found at Heathrow Terminal 5, where landslides again 

affected the stability of open battered-back excavations; 

 Presence of Quaternary Scour Hollows – No reference has been made to the 

significant risk of encountering one or more Drift-filled Quaternary scour hollows as 

encountered during the construction of the Iver to Wraysbury Water Tunnel close to 

the M25 Junction 15/M4 Junction 4a in 1983/4 that caused considerable delays and 

significant additional costs to that project. This geological feature is over 50m wide 

and profoundly affects the sequence and properties of strata to a depth of at least 

30m below ground level; 

 Excessive Settlement of M25 Structures - Following the completion of the original 

M25 Junction 15/M4 Junction 4a there was a prolonged period of years in which 

total and differential settlement affected the structures, embankments and road 

carriageways. This settlement was monitored by the Highways Agency and repairs 

carried out, although these problems do not appear to have been reported in the 

industry media or picked up in any published academic papers. These problems 

may have been linked to one or both of the previous geotechnical phenomena.   

The presence of these features in the locality of NWR presents a real set of risks to 
programme and costs, particularly where tunnelling and deep excavations are planned. 
Effects could extend to adjacent constructions and structures, e.g. adjacent portions of 
motorways, and destabilise landfills. 
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5 SUMMARY 

5.1 Assessments prepared by Heathrow Airport and the Airports 
Commission  

Treatment in Heathrow Airport’s submission (Airports Commission Appraisal 
Framework Module B). 

Whilst HAL’s submission Taking Britain further Volume 1 Section 6.8.3 Geo-
environmental provides an overview, the main source of technical information provided 
to the Commission in relation to landfills and contaminated land is contained in the 
AMEC Geo-environmental Assessment (June 2014), provided by the scheme promoter. 
This assessment: 

 Concentrates on the risks posed to human health and the water environment from 

existing contaminated land.  

 Provides no details on the proposed nature and scale (volume and programme 

timescale) of remediation/stabilisation measures for the existing landfills. 

The Heathrow Construction Schedule is provided in Figure 36 of Volume 3 of 
Heathrow’s submission to the Airports Commission. There is no separate information 
provided regarding dealing with landfill issues, or for the provision of the plant and 
equipment likely to be required to carry out large-scale remediation. 

Within the Heathrow Airport Capex Profiles there is no specific item for dealing with 
landfills, although there is a heading for Sustainability capex costs. However, the 
quantum of Sustainability capex is shown to be of the order of £10’s of millions, rather 
than the £100’s of millions considered more realistic for remediation. 

Coverage in the Commission’s Delivery Module (Airports Commission Appraisal 
Framework Appendix A work). 

The focus of the Commission’s appraisal with respect to the environment was 
overwhelmingly dominated by aviation noise impacts, air quality and land-take of Green 
Belt land. To a much lesser degree, water and flood risk was identified. Issues relating to 
the presence of active and historical landfills and the implication on the reduced 
availability of resources for mineral extraction in the proposed development area have 
not been dealt with adequately. 

In their technical assessment on engineering and excavation of historic landfills, Jacobs 
state:  

“Potential risks: Limited quantification of historic landfill material requiring excavation and 
removal may result in underestimate of quantity and type of waste, resulting in increased 
noise/dust/vehicle emissions as a consequence of material being removed off-site.” 

“Evidence and justification:  

 No forecast of quantities arising from waste excavation. 

 No detailed explanation of how proposed approaches would reduce environmental 

impact of specific waste streams, or types of procedures which would reduce loss of 
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agricultural land, loss of habitat or visual impact on landscape, reduce transport 

impacts.” 

“Additional information requirements: Forecasts which quantify the extent to which 
landfills are likely to be removed or disturbed as part of the proposed scheme 
development.” 

In the Airports Commission’s “Appraisal Framework Module 13: Cost and Commercial 
Viability” report (Jacobs/Leigh Fisher) for the Heathrow NWR, there is no specific line 
item for dealing with landfill issues., It is possible the costs may be accounted for under 
Environment: river diversions and environmental compensation and mitigation, or simply 
subsumed under other headings such as Runways. However, as reviewed above, the 
costs are likely to run into hundreds of millions of pounds, and hence they are of a scale 
that might have been expected to be identified separately.  

Conclusion 

The focus of the Business Case and Sustainability Assessment with respect to the 
environment was also overwhelmingly dominated by aviation noise impacts, air quality 
and land-take of Green belt land. To a much lesser degree, water and flood risk was 
identified. Issues relating to the presence of active and historical landfills and the 
implication on the reduced availability of resources for mineral extraction in the proposed 
development area have not been addressed, even though the Appraisal Framework 
required that they be. 

The failure to address such a potentially important set of issues jeopardizes the 
objective outcomes of the Commission’s appraisal and conclusions.    

5.2 Potential consequences for the NWR scheme 

Risk: 

Airports Commission Report 16: Delivery: Risk Assessment and Mitigation (November 
2014) states that ‘The most complicated aspect of the scheme’s engineering involves 
the placement of a section of the M25 motorway into tunnel.’ No mention is made of the 
potential engineering and environmental risks or costs associated with the numerous 
landfills within the proposed construction area. 

This report has identified that construction of the runway over landfills incurs risks of 
potential bearing capacity failure and excessive total/differential settlement to a structure 
that has low tolerances and limitations on future maintenance. Detailed investigation will 
be required to determine the engineering and contaminated land properties of the waste 
in order to refine the construction options.   

Excavation and Replacement is the traditional approach to remediating this type of 
ground involving excavating the waste and replacing it with engineered fill. This is the 
more robust engineering approach however it creates several risks and adverse 
impacts, namely: 

 Excavation will generate substantial volumes of landfill waste which will require 

treatment or disposal. Waste excavation will need to extend beyond the runway, 

taxiway and apron footprints and there may be differential settlement between the 

replaced material and adjacent waste. Excavating all of the landfill waste will require 
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benching into the natural ground and create large excavations and waste 

generation; 

 The excavations will be deep and encounter groundwater/leachate ingress requiring 

dewatering, treatment and disposal. Given the likely high permeability of the Taplow 

Gravels this could result in substantial volumes of water requiring discharge to the 

foul sewer, and this assumes that the receiving sewers in the area have adequate 

capacity; 

 Deep excavations and de-watering may draw leachate from other landfills causing 

pollution of the groundwater and potentially allowing this to migrate to the surface 

watercourses. Mitigation measures can be put in place such as sheet piling or 

containment barriers to reduce water ingress and the use of Permeable Reactive 

Barriers adopted to prevent off site migration, however these options incur costs, 

long-term maintenance liabilities and themselves create adverse impacts on 

development; 

 There will be risks associated with odour from the waste, although some mitigation 

can be employed such as opening up smaller working areas and use of de-

odorising plant; 

 In addition to pervasive odour nuisance being associated with landfills, they also 

attract large numbers of scavenging birds, notably crows, gulls and kites in this part 

of England. This is particularly prevalent with active landfills receiving domestic and 

commercial wastes, but re-opening these types of landfills presents the possibility of 

attracting significant numbers of birds. This risk is probably increased further by the 

location of much of the proposed development footprint lying within the established 

Colne Valley bird migration route. Any increase in bird flights in the vicinity of the 

existing two runways would be a matter of concern;     

 Vermin are also attracted to landfills and carry and transmit diseases that can affect 

humans. This presents a treat to safeguarding the wellbeing of the public during the 

prolonged construction period. 

 There will be risks associated with encountering significant amounts of asbestos in 

landfills. Asbestos-containing wastes may not be suitable for safe treatment on site, 

requiring the whole of the affected volume of waste to be disposed of off-site in a 

facility specifically licensed to receive asbestos wastes. In addition to asbestos, 

other hazardous materials and substances used to be landfilled in previous 

decades, often in violation of license conditions, or due to unauthorised fly-tipping at 

poorly controlled sites. Given the number and variable age of the landfills within the 

proposed development footprint, it would not be surprising if such materials were 

encountered; 

 The landfills lying within the historic fluvial floodplain, most of which appear to have 

finished ground levels above the modelled flood water levels, are at risk of flooding 

inundation during any excavation, treatment and backfilling operations, if very robust 

flood defence measures are not put in place. Furthermore, were such flooding to 

occur into the landfill, the subsequent release of contaminated surface water back 

out of the excavation into the River Colne and tributaries could result in a serious 

pollution incident, potentially flowing down into the Thames; 

 There will be a need to import engineered fill to backfill the voids. Minerals from 

within the site boundary together with secondary aggregate from the demolition of 
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existing structures could reduce this volume, but it is likely that some of this material 

may already be required for sub base to the new infrastructure. 

Cost: 

Based on the previously stated indicative treatment cost of £40/m3 of existing landfill 
wastes, inclusive of excavation out of the existing landfills and waste treatment, the total 
7.7 million m3 could cost £310 million to treat. In addition, the 1 million m3 of hazardous 
materials residue requiring disposal off-site at say £130/Tonne (standard rate for Landfill 
Tax for 2015/16 will be £82.60 per tonne, so assume say £90 per tonne during the NWR 
works) could add a further £195 million based on a conversion factor of 1.5 Tonnes/m3. 

Programme: 

Dealing with the landfills will be one of many issues that run for the entire duration of the 
development programme and then on into operations. This can be sub-divided into four 
main stages: 

National authorisation, e.g. Hybrid Act or Development Consent Order (DCO), which 
will need to be supported by an Environmental Statement (ES). The preparation of the 
ES will be preceded by an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in which ground 
conditions and waste management will need to feature strongly. However, it is common 
practice for ES supporting major infrastructure projects, e.g. the current HS2 Phase 1 
Hybrid bill, to be based on geo-environmental / geotechnical desk studies, rather than 
detailed ground investigations. Hence, it is likely that HAL will not undertake detailed 
ground investigations (GI) into the landfills prior to obtaining national authorisation for 
the project. This also reflects that fact that until compulsory purchase or other powers 
are enacted, HAL may not have rights of entry, depending upon the actual authorisation 
process adopted, to carry out investigation works and other surveys on most of the 
proposed NWR development land. It is anticipated that the ES will be short on actual 
verified detail concerning the landfills and proposed treatment thereof. This in itself 
presents a risk that authorisation may be sought based on inadequate information to 
substantiate the technical and commercial viability of the NWR scheme. 

In HAL’s submission Taking Britain further Volume 3 – 36 Construction Schedule there 
is reference to the proposed DCO process and gaining site survey rights (s53), with 
surveys then being undertaken between 27th January 2016 and 25th September 2017.  

Detailed design and consenting/discharge of conditions – Following Royal Ascent 
for the Hybrid bill or the grant of the s53 rights under the DCO process, unrestricted 
ground investigation works of the landfills can begin in earnest. We would anticipate at 
least 12 to 18 months of investigation works, to be followed by a prolonged period of gas 
and groundwater monitoring. This does accord with the time allowance in HAL’s 
programme. This major investigation will begin to reveal the actual content and 
variability of the landfills, although even this with a relatively close spacing of exploratory 
holes will only provide an indication of waste types and proportions. In parallel with the 
GI, detailed design work will progress, together with liaison with key regulators (notably 
the EA and local authorities) to develop agreed strategies for consenting and the 
discharge of the numerous planning conditions likely to be included in the Act/DCO. We 
would anticipate a requirement for at least 12 to 18 months after the main site 
investigation was completed for the design to evolve into something deliverable and 
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acceptable to the authorising body and environmental regulators. There does not appear 
to be adequate time allowed in HAL’s programme for this. Complications could arise 
during this stage depending upon the extent to which HAL adopts early contractor 
involvement (ECI). There is potentially a complex set of interfaces to manage between 
the landfill remediation contractors and their expertise and the main earthworks/civils 
contractors. Hence, there is considerable scope of programme slippage at this stage. 

On a number of landfill remediation projects it has proven beneficial to the client to 
commission a remediation trial, under which a specialist contractor sets up the proposed 
soil washing and associated pieces of plant and trials this with materials excavated out 
of the landfill(s) in question. These trials usually take several months to run but do 
provide useful information on the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed remediation 
plant(s) and proportions of the different post-treatment waste streams generated. This 
latter data is particularly useful for the wider planning of the construction works and in 
identifying off-site disposal sites with capacity to receive the waste flows being 
generated by the plant(s). Given the scale of remediation that may be needed, it is likely 
to require several remediation plants on site if the majority of existing landfills are all to 
be remediated by landfill mining techniques. These plants with associated compounds 
and materials stockpiles could take up to one hectare in area each.  

Construction – The likely duration of the landfill remediation works is dependent upon 
how much material needs to be treated under HAL’s design and how many plants are 
set up to do this. There is no precedent in UK for treating over seven million m3 in one 
go. Comparison with the Olympics Park, where only one million m3 was treated over 
three years is pertinent. The capacity of the treatment plant is only one consideration in 
the programme. Accessibility to excavate the wastes can also be a constraint, e.g. a 
period of very wet weather may render wastes more difficult to process. In addition, the 
potential for re-engineering of re-usable materials is reduced in the winter months. 

There is no specific item in HAL’s programme for dealing with landfills during the 
construction stage. Taking the programme item for NW1 Runway and associated 
taxiways, construction is scheduled between 14 Sept 2021 and 25 June 2025. During 
this period, three of the largest existing landfills will have to be dealt with, plus several 
other smaller ones. If these landfills are remediated by landfill mining and ex-situ 
treatment by soil washing and associated processes, this could take several years in 
itself, significantly delaying the programme.  

Operations and aftercare – Post treatment and construction, there will be an ongoing 
requirement to continue monitoring gas and groundwater quality parameters, probably 
for decades in certain sensitive localities. 

Environmental Effects: 

A site closure plan would need to be developed for any landfills falling within the 
proposed development area as part of the permit application for the site to ensure that 
the installation is maintained to avoid any pollution risk up to the point of surrender, 
when the site no longer poses a pollution risk (Environment Agency Guidance for the 
Landfill Sector). This plan will need updating on a regular basis to take account of 
revisions to working practice and monitoring results. The aftercare phase will last until 
the Environment Agency is satisfied that the site is no longer likely to cause a hazard to 
the environment (when completion occurs, and the permit/licence is surrendered). 
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A long-term risk assessment must be produced for the whole lifecycle of the site at the 
application stage. Completion should form part of the overall risk assessment process 
for the landfill and needs to be directly considered at the permitting stage. Site-specific 
indicative completion criteria should be put forward at the Pollution Prevention and 
Control (PPC) application stage as part of the hydrogeological, landfill gas and stability 
risk assessments. The operator should recognise that the objective of the legislation with 
respect to surrender is to ensure that sites remain under regulatory control until there is 
no longer a need for such control. It is important to note that at completion, a site may 
not be suitable for development, due for instance to its physical instability/poor bearing 
capacity to support development. It simply confirms that the Environment Agency 
consider that additional or active control measures are unlikely to be required to prevent 
pollution or harm as a result of emissions from the undisturbed site. Development work 
which disturbs the contents of the site or which was not identified as a receptor in the 
risk assessment conducted to demonstrate completion will not have formed part of that 
decision. 
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6 CONSULTATION QUESTIONS 

Q4. In your view, are there any relevant factors that have not been fully addressed 
by the Commission to date? 

Commission Report of Appraisal Framework Appendix A Module 16: Despite the specific 
elements identified earlier in Appendix A and B modules of the Appraisal Framework no 
mention is made of the potential engineering and environmental risks or costs 
associated with the numerous landfills within the proposed construction area is made in 
the Commission’s Delivery Module. 

The Delivery Module 16 section: “Risk Assessment and Mitigation (November 2014)” 
states that ‘The most complicated aspect of the scheme’s engineering involves the 
placement of a section of the M25 motorway into tunnel.’  

Assessments and recommendations have been made in the supporting technical reports 
(specifically: HAL Technical Assessment 9: AMEC Geo-environmental Assessment 
(June 2014) and RSK: Environmental Workstream – Land Quality Assessment of 
Mineral Resources and Landfills (May 2010), however, they have not been carried 
forward into the Consultation document. 

Hence, the Commission has not considered in any detail how the over 7 million m3 of 
existing landfill wastes located within the proposed development footprint will be dealt 
with.  The implication in Heathrow Airport Limited’s proposals is that they will be built 
over with minimal treatment.  

Does the Commission consider that this is technically and environmentally feasible? If 
there are doubts concerning this approach, what allowance has the Commission made 
in its cost and programme assessments for an alternative approach having to be 
adopted? 

Q5. Do you have any comments on how the Commission has carried out its 
appraisal of specific topics (as defined by the Commission’s 16 appraisal 
modules), including methodology and results? 

The appraisal of technical information in the Commission’s technical reports in relation to 
the environment, in particular landfills, is predominantly contained in Report 10. Place: 
Assessment (prepared by Jacobs for the Airports Commission) and the AMEC Geo-
environmental Assessment (June 2014). Next to nothing is reported in the other reports 
bar the generalisation that former gravel pits had often been subsequently in-filled with 
waste materials. 

The Commission has overlooked the sheer scale and complexity of existing landfills and 
the fact that many of these landfills are located in the fluvial floodplain, further adding to 
risks where remediation could be required. 

There is a further important risk associated with the re-opening of existing closed or 
operational landfills in order to carry out remediation works; that of attracting scavenging 
birds to the area during the construction period. Looking further ahead to operations, the 
Colne River Valley is an established bird migration route and the proposed NW runway 
encroaches far more into the floodplain migration route than the existing two runways 
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do. What account has the Commission taken of the increased risk of bird strikes from 
these two sources? 

Q6. Do you have any comments on the Commission’s sustainability assessments, 
including methodology and results? 

The focus of the Business Case and Sustainability Assessment with respect to the 
environment was overwhelmingly dominated by aviation noise impacts, air quality and 
land-take of Green belt land. To a much lesser degree, water and flood risk was 
identified. Issues relating to the presence of active and historical landfills and the 
implication on the reduced availability of resources for mineral extraction in the proposed 
development area were overlooked by this stage. 

The Commission appears not to have considered construction impacts in any detail in its 
sustainability assessment. Normally, construction impacts are taken to be subsidiary to 
operational impacts in sustainability appraisals. However, in this instance the very large 
scale of contaminated land and deficit of suitable fill materials on site is likely to result in 
a massive demand for on and off site bulk materials movements, with associated 
transport and communities impacts over a construction period lasting many years. 

The Commission should review and report on 

 Estimated bulk materials movements (to the nearest million m3) to/from site. 

 Estimated water inputs and wastewater disposal demands associated with large-

scale soil washing remediation operations.  

 The technical feasibility of remediating landfills that lie within the historic Colne valley 

fluvial floodplain and will be at risk of flooding during remediation works, with 

associated potential pollution of the Colne and Thames rivers. 

 The risk to existing operations posed by large numbers of scavenging birds attracted 

to landfill mining/remediation operations located at the western end of the existing 

North and South runways. 

The Commission should ask Heathrow to provide reassurance that they are satisfied 
that disposal sites exist for around 1 million m3 of hazardous waste that could be 
generated by the need to remediate existing landfills within the proposed development 
footprint. 
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FIGURE 2
Heathrow, Active & Closed Landfills (2014)
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FIGURE 3
Heathrow, Active & Closed Landfills (2014)

 - with Flood Zones

1:30,000SCALE: @ A3

Source: Global Land Cover Facility, www.landcover.org. 
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FIGURE 4
Heathrow

Proposed North West Runway Development
 - with Landfills
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APPENDIX A 
SERVICE CONSTRAINTS 

1. This report and the data review and commentary carried out in connection with the report (together the "Services") were compiled 
and carried out by RSK Environment Limited (RSK) for Gatwick Airport Limited (the "client") in accordance with the terms of a 
contract between RSK and the "client", dated December 2014 The Services were performed by RSK with the skill and care 
ordinarily exercised by a reasonable environmental consultant at the time the Services were performed. Further, and in particular, 
the Services were performed by RSK taking into account the limits of the scope of works required by the client, the time scale 
involved and the resources, including financial and manpower resources, agreed between RSK and the client. 

2. Other than that expressly contained in paragraph 1 above, RSK provides no other representation or warranty whether express or 
implied, in relation to the Services. 

3. Unless otherwise agreed in writing the Services were performed by RSK exclusively for the purposes of the client. RSK is not 
aware of any interest of or reliance by any party other than the client in or on the Services. Unless expressly provided in writing, 
RSK does not authorise, consent or condone any party other than the client relying upon the Services. Should this report or any 
part of this report, or otherwise details of the Services or any part of the Services be made known to any such party, and such party 
relies thereon that party does so wholly at its own and sole risk and RSK disclaims any liability to such parties. Any such party 
would be well advised to seek independent advice from a competent environmental consultant and/or lawyer. 

4. It is RSK's understanding that this report is to be used for the purpose described in the introduction to the report. That purpose was 
a significant factor in determining the scope and level of the Services. Should the purpose for which the report is used, or the 
proposed use of the site change, this report may no longer be valid and any further use of or reliance upon the report in those 
circumstances by the client without RSK 's review and advice shall be at the client's sole and own risk. Should RSK be requested to 
review the report after the date of this report, RSK shall be entitled to additional payment at the then existing rates or such other 
terms as agreed between RSK and the client. 

5. The passage of time may result in changes in site conditions, regulatory or other legal provisions, technology or economic 
conditions which could render the report inaccurate or unreliable. The information and conclusions contained in this report should 
not be relied upon in the future without the written advice of RSK. In the absence of such written advice of RSK, reliance on the 
report in the future shall be at the client's own and sole risk. Should RSK be requested to review the report in the future, RSK shall 
be entitled to additional payment at the then existing rate or such other terms as may be agreed between RSK and the client. 

6. The observations and conclusions described in this report are based solely upon the Services which were provided pursuant to the 
agreement between the client and RSK. RSK has not performed any observations, investigations, studies or testing not specifically 
set out or required by the contract between the client and RSK. RSK is not liable for the existence of any condition, the discovery of 
which would require performance of services not otherwise contained in the Services. For the avoidance of doubt, unless otherwise 
expressly referred to in the introduction to this report, RSK did not seek to evaluate the presence on or off the site of asbestos, 
electromagnetic fields, lead paint, heavy metals, radon gas or other radioactive or hazardous materials. 

7. The Services are based upon RSK's observations of existing physical conditions at the Site gained from a walk-over survey of the 
site together with RSK's interpretation of information including documentation, obtained from third parties and from the client on the 
history and usage of the site. The Services are also based on information and/or analysis provided by independent testing and 
information services or laboratories upon which RSK was reasonably entitled to rely. The Services clearly are limited by the 
accuracy of the information, including documentation, reviewed by RSK and the observations possible at the time of the walk-over 
survey. Further RSK was not authorised and did not attempt to independently verify the accuracy or completeness of information, 
documentation or materials received from the client or third parties, including laboratories and information services, during the 
performance of the Services. RSK is not liable for any inaccurate information or conclusions, the discovery of which inaccuracies 
required the doing of any act including the gathering of any information which was not reasonably available to RSK and including 
the doing of any independent investigation of the information provided to RSK save as otherwise provided in the terms of the 
contract between the client and RSK. 

8. The intrusive environmental site investigation aspects of the Services is a limited sampling of the site at pre-determined borehole 
and soil vapour locations based on the operational configuration of the site. The conclusions given in this report are based on 
information gathered at the specific test locations and can only be extrapolated to an undefined limited area around those locations. 
The extent of the limited area depends on the soil and groundwater conditions, together with the position of any current structures 
and underground facilities and natural and other activities on site. In addition chemical analysis was carried out for a limited number 
of parameters [as stipulated in the contract between the client and RSK] [based on an understanding of the available operational 
and historical information,] and it should not be inferred that other chemical species are not present. 

9. Any site drawing(s) provided in this report is (are) not meant to be an accurate base plan, but is (are) used to present the general 
relative locations of features on, and surrounding, the site.  Features (boreholes, trial pits etc) annotated on site plans are not drawn 
to scale but are centred over the approximate location.  Such features should not be used for setting out and should be considered 
indicative only. 
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AIRPORTS COMMISSION CONSULTATION 
DOCUMENT (NOVEMBER 2014) ANNEX A: 
INDEX OF AIRPORTS COMMISSION’S 
DETAILED ANALYSIS REPORTS 
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Annex A: Index of Airports Commission’s 
Detailed Analysis Reports

Report Title Author Description of contents

1. Strategic Fit

1. Strategic Fit: Forecasts Airports Report setting out the methodology, assumptions and results 
Commission of the Commission’s forecasting of aviation demand. It 

includes a description of the various scenarios modelled and 
the differences between them.

1. Strategic Fit: Expanding Airport International Report assessing how airlines could potentially respond 
Capacity – Competition and Connectivity Transport across a range of different global scenarios to expanding 

Forum (ITF) runway capacity at either Gatwick or Heathrow, and what 
and SEO potential connectivity and competition impacts would be 
Economic generated by such responses.
Research

1. Strategic Fit: Fit with Wider Spatial and Airports Report looking at the context of each expansion option 
Socio-Economic Development Strategies Commission across a number of plans, including Local Authority and Local 

Enterprise Partnership strategies, national frameworks and 
the London Plan.

2. Economy Impacts

2. Economy: Transport Economic Airports Assessment of the costs and benefits attached to airport 
Efficiency Impacts Assessment Commission capacity options which fall directly on airports, airlines, 

passengers and the public finances. Produced using the 
Commission’s aviation forecasting model under the five 
demand scenarios: assessment of need, global growth, 
relative decline of Europe, low-cost is king and global 
fragmentation.

2. Economy: Delay Impacts Assessment Airports Report setting out the background to and explanation of 
Commission the analysis to estimate the carbon reductions and benefits 

for airlines and passengers due to reduction in delays in the 
UK airport system under the different options for expanding 
capacity. 

2. Economy: Wider Impacts Assessment PwC Report assessing the wider economic impacts on the GDP/
GVA of each expansion option. The report sets out the 
methodologies, assumptions and results of the Computable 
General Equilibrium (CGE) modelling used to underpin its 
analysis.

3. Local Economy Impacts

3. Local Economy: Literature Review PwC Literature review considering the local economic impacts 
of increases in airport capacity or increased airport use, 
focusing on the supply chain effects of airports and their 
role as catalysts of wider economic impacts. Case studies 
examine these issues at Heathrow, Gatwick, Manchester, 
Paris Charles de Gaulle and Frankfurt airports, as well as the 
New York airport system.

3. Local Economy: Impacts Assessment Airports Report assessing the impact of expansion proposals across 
Commission four areas: Employment & Business, Surface Access, 

Housing & Social Infrastructure, and Land. It considers the 
impact during construction, in 2030 and in 2050. The report 
uses historic and forecast data on a variety of indicators, 
plans from local authorities, LEPs and the London Plan along 
with outputs from other modules to inform the assessment.

4. Surface Access

4. Surface Access: Process Overview Airports Report setting out the reasoning behind the approach the 
Commission Commission took to analysing surface transport, and why it 

set Jacobs the parameters within which their appraisal was 
carried out



Annex A: Index of Airports Commission’s Detailed Analysis Reports 

Report Title Author Description of contents 

4. Surface Access: Gatwick Airport 
Second Runway 

Jacobs Appraisal of the performance of the Gatwick Airport Second 
Runway scheme’s surface access elements against the 
objectives set out in Module 4 of the Commission’s Appraisal 
Framework. 

4. Surface Access: Heathrow Airport 
North West Runway 

Jacobs Appraisal of the performance of the Heathrow Airport North 
West Runway scheme’s surface access elements against the 
objectives set out in Module 4 of the Commission’s Appraisal 
Framework. 

4. Surface Access: Heathrow Airport 
Extended Northern Runway 

Jacobs Appraisal of the performance of the Heathrow Airport 
Extended Northern Runway scheme’s surface access 
elements against the objectives set out in Module 4 of the 
Commission’s Appraisal Framework. 

4. Surface Access: Gatwick Airport 
Second Runway Appendices 

Jacobs Technical appendices, supporting the main surface access 
appraisal document for the Gatwick Airport Second Runway 
scheme and describing methodology and assumptions. 

4. Surface Access: Heathrow Airport 
North West Runway Appendices 

Jacobs Technical appendices, supporting the main surface access 
appraisal document for the Heathrow Airport North 
West Runway scheme and describing methodology and 
assumptions. 

4. Surface Access: Heathrow Airport 
Extended Northern Runway Appendices 

Jacobs Technical appendices, supporting the main surface access 
appraisal document for the Heathrow Airport Extended 
Northern Runway scheme and describing methodology and 
assumptions. 

4. Surface Access: HS2 Spur to Heathrow 
Airport 

Jacobs Literature review assessing the case for a spur from HS2 to 
the Heathrow Airport site. 

4. Surface Access: Heathrow Airport Hub 
Station Option 

Jacobs Assessment of the impacts of the hub station proposed by 
Heathrow Hub Ltd, which could be considered alongside 
either of the Heathrow airfield proposals, on the Great 
Western Main Line. 

5. Noise 

5. Noise: Baseline Jacobs Report on the expected noise environment over a 60 
year period on both a local and national level, reflecting 
expected developments in traffic growth and technological 
development against a “do minimum” scenario with no airport 
expansion. 

5. Noise: Local Assessment Jacobs Assessment of the local noise impacts of schemes on the 
areas surrounding the expanded airport. 

5. Noise: National Assessment Jacobs Assessment of the national level noise impacts of schemes, 
considering both their impacts on traffic at the expanded 
airport and the expected consequences for traffic at other 
major UK airports. 

6. Air Quality 

6. Air Quality: Baseline Jacobs Report on the expected developments in air quality over 
a 60 year period in the vicinity of Heathrow and Gatwick, 
considering airport operations, airport surface access and 
background users of surface access networks, on the basis 
of a “do minimum” scenario with no airport expansion. 

6. Air Quality: National and Local 
Assessment 

Jacobs Report on the implications of schemes for both air quality in 
the vicinity of Heathrow and Gatwick airports and for national 
air quality levels, appraised across a 60 year period. 

7. Biodiversity 

7. Biodiversity: Baseline Jacobs Report identifying designated sites in region of the scheme 
proposals as well as non-designated sites and trends at 
those sites, as well as setting out baseline values based on a 
do minimum case for issues such as bird-strike. 

7. Biodiversity: Assessment Jacobs Report setting out the assessment of biodiversity impacts, 
mitigation and cost estimates for the areas affected by 
expansion proposals. 
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Report Title Author Description of contents 

7. Biodiversity: Ecosystem Services Jacobs Report on the impacts of schemes on the life sustaining 
processes which provide the environmental goods and 
services on which human life is dependent and which also 
enhance the quality of life. 

8. Carbon 

8. Carbon: Baseline Jacobs Report on the forecast baseline carbon emissions for 
Heathrow and Gatwick airports on a “do minimum” no 
expansion basis, covering a 60 year period. 

8. Carbon: Assessment Jacobs Report on the carbon emissions associated with schemes, 
assessed across a 60 year period, in terms of aircraft, 
passenger surface access, airport operations (energy and 
fuel use) and construction activity 

9. Water and Flood Risk 

9. Water and Flood Risk: Baseline Jacobs Report on how water quality, quantity and flood risk will 
develop in the areas surrounding Heathrow and Gatwick in 
the absence of an airport scheme, over a 60 year operational 
period. 

9. Water and Flood Risk: Water Quantity 
and Water Quality Assessment 

Jacobs Report on the impacts of schemes on levels of water quantity 
and water quality at the affected airport site and its environs. 

9. Water and Flood Risk: Flood Risk 
Assessment 

Jacobs Report on how the creation and operation of each scheme 
will affect flood risks for the airport and adjacent areas of their 
respective flood plains. 

10. Place 

10. Place: Baseline Jacobs Report asesseing how the Landtake, Landscape & 
Townscape, Heritage and Waste impacts in the areas 
surrounding Heathrow and Gatwick will develop in the 
absence of an airport scheme, over a 60 year operational 
period. 

10. Place: Assessment Jacobs Report assessing the Landtake, Landscape & Townscape, 
Heritage and Waste impacts of each capacity expansion 
option over a 60 year operational period. 

11. Quality of Life 

11. Quality of Life: Assessment PwC Research report examining the relationship between aviation 
& Quality of Life (QoL). The report seeks to determine which 
QoL indicators are impacted by aviation, analyse available 
UK datasets to assess evidence on the impact of aviation 
on QoL and draw conclusions in relation to possible scheme 
impacts and mitigation. 

12. Community 

12. Community: Assessment Airports 
Commission 

Assessment of the impacts of each expansion option on 
community cohesion in terms of loss of housing, and in 
terms of access to community facilities and resources. 
Consideration is given to the extent that these impacts can 
be mitigated. 

13. Cost and Commercial Viability 

13. Cost and Commercial Viability: 
Literature Review 

PwC Literature review of the funding and financing arrangements 
for airports in the UK and other international comparators, 
considering the key risk factors relevant to airport 
development as well as looking at procurement models in 
use in the UK beyond the airports sector. 

13. Cost and Commercial Viability: Cost 
and Revenue Identification Gatwick Airport 
Second Runway 

Leigh Fisher/ 
Jacobs 

Report identifying costs and revenues associated with the 
construction and operation of the Gatwick Airport Second 
Runway expansion option. 

13. Cost and Commercial Viability: Cost 
and Revenue Identification Heathrow 
Airport Extended Northern Runway 

Leigh Fisher/ 
Jacobs 

Report identifying costs and revenues associated with the 
construction and operation of the Heathrow Airport Extended 
Northern Runway expansion option. 

13. Cost and Commercial Viability: Cost 
and Revenue Identification Heathrow 
Airport North West Runway 

Leigh Fisher/ 
Jacobs 

Report identifying costs and revenues associated with the 
construction and operation of the Heathrow Airport North 
West Runway expansion option. 

Airports Commission: Consultation Document
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Report Title Author Description of contents 

13. Cost and Commercial Viability: 
Financial Modelling Input Costs 

PwC Report setting out a summary of the costs and assumptions 
used as inputs to the financial modelling. 

13. Cost and Commercial Viability: 
Funding and Financing 

PwC Report analysing the financing and funding of each expansion 
option and an analysis of the potential spread of aeronautical 
charges required to finance each. 

14. Operational Efficiency 

14. Operational Efficiency: Airspace 
Efficiency Report 

NATS NATS report assessing the ability of the UK’s airspace 
systems to accommodate the forecast traffic growth 
associated with each scheme. 

14. Operational Efficiency: Ground-
Infrastructure Gatwick Airport Second 
Runway 

Leigh Fisher/ 
Jacobs 

Report on the levels of additional capacity provided by 
the Gatwick Airport Second Runway proposal, taking into 
account its runway, taxiway, stand and terminal infrastructure. 
The report also assesses the relationship between terminal 
space and forecast passengers to produce a metric of 
passenger experience. 

14. Operational Efficiency: Ground-
Infrastructure Heathrow Airport North 
West Runway 

Leigh Fisher/ 
Jacobs 

Report on the levels of additional capacity provided by the 
Heathrow Airport North West Runway proposal, taking into 
account its runway, taxiway, stand and terminal infrastructure. 
The report also assesses the relationship between terminal 
space and forecast passengers to produce a metric of 
passenger experience. 

14. Operational Efficiency: Ground-
Infrastructure Heathrow Airport Extended 
Northern Runway 

Leigh Fisher/ 
Jacobs 

Report on the levels of additional capacity provided by the 
Heathrow Airport Extended Northern Runway proposal, 
taking into account its runway, taxiway, stand and terminal 
infrastructure. The report also assesses the relationship 
between terminal space and forecast passengers to produce 
a metric of passenger experience. 

14. Operational Efficiency: Preliminary 
Safety Review 

CAA CAA report on the likely safety issues associated with each 
scheme which would need to be addressed through detailed 
design work, and their level of severity. 

15. Operational Risk 

15. Operational Risk: Ground 
Infrastructure Gatwick Second Runway 

Leigh Fisher/ 
Jacobs 

Report on the ability of the Gatwick Airport Second Runway 
scheme to adapt to adverse events, such as severe weather, 
utility outages and terrorism. 

15. Operational Risk: Ground 
Infrastructure Heathrow Airport North 
West Runway 

Leigh Fisher/ 
Jacobs 

Report on the ability of the Heathrow Airport North West 
Runway scheme to adapt to adverse events, such as severe 
weather, utility outages and terrorism. 

15. Operational Risk: Ground 
Infrastructure Heathrow Extended 
Northern Runway 

Leigh Fisher/ 
Jacobs 

Report on the ability of the Heathrow Airport Extended 
Northern Runway scheme to adapt to adverse events, such 
as severe weather, utility outages and terrorism. 

15. Operational Risk: Airspace Resilience NATS NATS report addressing the impacts of each scheme upon 
the UK airspace system’s ability to react to major disruptive 
events. 

16. Delivery 

16. Delivery: Risk Assessment and 
Mitigation 

Airports 
Commission 

Report on the major risks associated with each scheme, 
categorised as Strategic, Implementation, Legal and 
Planning, Commercial and Public Engagement, along with 
potential mitigations for those risks where identified. 

17. Glossary Airports 
Commission 

Glossary of terms used throughout the Commission’s 
consultation documents 

17. PwC Compendium of Assumptions PwC Paper compiling a list of the assumptions used across the 
Commission’s reports. 
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4.7	 Questions 1 and 2 invite views and conclusions on the three short-listed options. 

Questions 3 and 4 are on the Commission’s appraisal and overall approach. 

Questions 5-7 are on specific areas of the Commission’s appraisal. Question 8 asks 

for any further comments on any aspect of the Commission’s work. 

Questions inviting 

views and conclusions 

in respect of the three 

short-listed options 

Q1: What conclusions, if any, do you draw in respect of the 

three short-listed options? In answering this question please 

take into account the Commission’s consultation documents 

and any other information you consider relevant. The options 

are described in section three. 

Q2: Do you have any suggestions for how the short-listed 

options could be improved, i.e. their benefits enhanced or 

negative impacts mitigated? The options and their impacts 

are summarised in section three. 

Questions on the 

Commission’s appraisal 

and overall approach 

Q3: Do you have any comments on how the Commission 

has carried out its appraisal? The appraisal process is 

summarised in section two. 

Q4: In your view, are there any relevant factors that have not 

been fully addressed by the Commission to date? 

Questions inviting 

comments on 

specific areas of the 

Commission’s appraisal 

Q5: Do you have any comments on how the Commission has 

carried out its appraisal of specific topics (as defined by the 

Commission’s 16 appraisal modules), including methodology 

and results? 

Q6: Do you have any comments on the Commission’s 

sustainability assessments, including methodology and 

results? 

Q7: Do you have any comments on the Commission’s 

business cases, including methodology and results? 

Other comments Q8: Do you have any other comments? 

4.8 Respondents do not have to answer every question, and can answer selectively if 

they wish. 

Airports Commission: Consultation Document
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With inert 

component

Without inert 

component

A4 : Household, Commercial & Industrial 

Waste Landfill 
EA

"Mostly LWRA category inert wastes, silt form 

Holloway Lane Gravel plant"

Historic landmark report - relating 

to BFI Ltd site record, 1995 

onwards

"Contaminated Soils, degradable industrial 

waste, degradable commercial waste, inert 

materials"

Historic landmark report - relating 

to Sita Ltd site record, 2000 

onwards

2 Closed
Peripheral runway 

land
28,000 12,000 Industrial (EA definition - below) EA x 1963 - Unknown No data 7 84000 63000 63000

3 Authorised  Runway / taxiways 135,000 135,000 A6 : Landfill taking other wastes EA x
S I T A Environment Ltd / 80024 / 

EAEPR\EA/EPR/NP3296NK/V007 

1991 Heathrow Surface Access Studies 

Borehole 8.0mbgl (E 504380 N 177188)
8 1080000 810000 810000

A6 : Landfill taking other wastes EA

Inert waste (defined in appendix of WML), solid 

industrial waste (defined as Schedule 3 of 

Controlled Waste Regs, 1992)

EA WML

A6 : Landfill taking other wastes EA

Inert waste (defined in appendix of WML), solid 

industrial waste (defined as Schedule 3 of 

Controlled Waste Regs, 1992)

EA WML

6 Closed Runway / taxiways 37,000 37,000 No information EA 1940-1981 British Airways

1979 Heathrow Surface Access Studies 

Borehole 6.2mbgl                                     (E 

504390 N 177382)

6.2 229400 172050 172050

Low methane and ground gas flow rates 

recorded during monitoring conducted in 

2004-2006, though elevated carbon dioxide 

(Hillingdon B C contaminted land 

investigation strategy document)

7 Closed

Runway / 

peripheral runway 

land

50,000 23,000
Inert, Industrial, Commercial, Household, 

Special, Liquids/sludges (EA definitions)
EA x x x x x x 1963 - Unknown

1991 Heathrow Surface Access Studies 

Boreholes. Depth range = 4.4-5.9mbgl (average 

depth 5.2mbgl)                                   (E 504445 E 

177815, E 504380 N 177628, E 504329 

N177512)

5.2 119600 89700 89700
Leachate control indicated as 

present/required

8 Closed Runway / taxiways 201,000 154,000 Inert, Industrial (EA definitions) EA x x 1965-1993

1991 Heathrow Surface Access Studies 

Boreholes. Depth range = 8.6-9.9mbgl (average 

depth 9.3mbgl)                                   (E 504200 N 

177483, E 504203 N 177579, E 504175 

N177144)

9.3 1432200 1074150 1074150

9 Authorised  
Peripheral runway 

land
63,000 9,000

A4 : Household, Commercial & Industrial 

Waste Landfill 
x x x WML 1994

William Boyer & Sons Ltd / 83074 / 

EAEPR\EA/EPR/CP3193EM/V005

1991 Borehole 4.3mbgl                        (E 504090 

N 177000)
4.3 38700 29025 29025

10 Closed

Runway / 

peripheral runway 

land

436,000 102,000
Inert, Industrial, Commercial, Liquids/sludge 

(EA definitions)
EA x x x x 1964-1991

(To SW of landfill) 1974 Borehole 3.7mbgl (E 

502500 N 177100)
3.7 377400 283050 283050

11 Closed
Peripheral runway 

land
88,000 9,000

Inert, Industrial, Commercial, Liquids/sludge 

(EA definitions)
EA x x x x 1976-1991

(To SW of landfill) 1974 Borehole 3.7mbgl (E 

502500 N 177100)
3.7 33300 24975 24975

12 Authorised  

Runway / 

peripheral runway 

land

30,000 30,000
A4 : Household, Commercial & Industrial 

Waste Landfill 
EA x x x

S Grundon ( Waste ) Ltd / 83085 / 

EAEPR\EA/EPR/ZP3193EL/A001 

(To SW of landfill) 2004 Borehole 3.4mbgl (E 

502967 N 177054)
3.4 102000 76500 76500

13 Closed Taxiways 66,000 49,000 Commercial, Household (EA definitions) EA x x 1960-1970

1979 & 1991 Boreholes. Depth range = 6.1-

6.8mbgl (average depth 6.5mbgl)                                   

(E 504131 N 176897, E 504170 N 176762)

6.5 318500 238875 238875

14 Closed Taxiways / stands 65,000 65,000 No information 1973-1982

1989 & 1991 Boreholes. Depth range = 7.0-

7.6mbgl (average depth 7.3mbgl)                                   

(E 504205 N 176840, E 504190 N 176710)

7.3 474500 355875 355875

15 Closed Taxiways / stands 94,000 94,000 No information 1973-1982

1991 & undated Boreholes. Depth range = 3.0-

7.5mbgl (average depth 4.8mbgl)                                   

(E 504480 N 177090, E 504670 N 177110, E 

504560 N 176930, E 504410 N 176895, E 

504307 N 176666)

4.8 451200 338400 338400

16 Closed Taxiways / stands 38,000 38,000 Inert (EA definition) EA x 1972-1973

Undated logs. Depth range = 3.0-3.4mbgl 

(average depth 3.2mbgl)                                   (E 

504900 N 177130, E 504800 N 176900)

3.2 121600 91200 91200

17 Closed Taxiways 35,000 30,000
Inert, Industrial, Commercial, Household (EA 

definitions)
EA x x x x 1953-1971

 1991 Heathrown Surface Access Study 

(504107,176508): 4.35m. 1979 borehole at 

504110,176663: 5.50m (average depth 4.9 

mbgl)                                                                       

4.9 147000 110250 110250

Area to north of motorway spur 42,000

Heathrow Surface Access Studies boreholes. 

Depth range 6-8.2 m bgl. (E504375 N176320, 

E504146 N176162, E504080 N176925, E504292 

N176214). Average depth:   7.2 m bgl                                                          

7.2 302400 226800 226800

Area to south of motorway spur 136,000

Heathrow Surface Access Studies boreholes. 

Depth range 4.7m to 6.5m. (E503908 N175750, 

E504022 N175546, E504004 N175348, E504070 

N175440, E503925 N175518, E504135 

N175485) Average depth 5.6 mbgl

5.6 761600 571200 571200

19 Closed
Taxiways / 

balancing ponds
258,000 139,000 Inert (EA definition) EA x 1967-1986

1989 Borehole 7.2mbgl   (E 504684 N 175039); 

2002  borehole 6.5m bgl (E504680 N175120); 

1982 borehole 3.70 m bgl (E504364 N175001); 

average depth 5.8m bgl

5.8 806200 604650 604650

20 Closed Ancillary / parking 192,000 192,000 Inert, Commercial, Household (EA definitions) EA x x x 1974-1985

Undated Boreholes. Depth range = 5.5-7.1mbgl 

(average depth 6.5mbgl)                                   (E 

504760 N 174790, E 504810 N 174820, E 

504940 N 174470, E 504810 N 174740)

6.5 624000 468000 468000
High level landfill  estimate  reduced by 50% 

to account for existing open gravel  pits

21 Closed Ancillary 37,000 3,200 Household EA x 1946-1961 1982 borehole: 5 m bgl (E507320, N174180) 5 16000 12000 12000

22 Hatton Cross Closed

Peripheral runway 

land, non-

operational stands

89,000 89,000 No information EA 1955-1966

1982 boreholes. 6.5m bgl (E509290 N175290), 

6.5m bgl (E509270, N175290), 7.15m bgl 

(E509240, N175280), 7.3m (E509210, 

N175270). Average 6.9m

6.9 122820 92115 92115

High level landfill  estimate  reduced by 80% 

due to mnor area f site indicated to be 

redeveloped as ancillary

Totals 2,992,000 1,769,200 Totals 10246320 7684740 695850 958440 1840650 2994075 1195725

EA Waste Definitions:

Inert: Waste which remains largely unaltered once buried such as glass, concrete, bricks, tiles, soil and stones. 

Industrial: Waste from a factory or industrial process. It excludes waste from mines, quarries and agricultural wastes. 

Commercial: Waste from premises used wholly or mainly for trade, business, sport, recreation or entertainment. Excludes household and industrial waste. 

Household: Waste from dwellings of various types including houses, caravans, houseboats, campsites, prisons and wastes from schools, colleges and universities. 

Special: Waste that has hazardous properties and is defined in the Special Waste Regulations 1996. Such properties may be flammable, irritant, toxic, harmful, carcinogenic or corrosive.  

Liquids/sludge: Industrial wastewater, sewage sludge and chemical wastes mixed with municipal solid waste. 

A1: Co-disposal landfill site : A landfill site that disposed of both non hazardous and hazardous waste in the same cells.

A2: Other landfill sites taking special waste : A landfill site that disposed of hazardous wastes only.

A4: Household, commercial and industrial waste landfill : A landfill site that disposed of both non hazardous biodegradable and non-biodegradable wastes only.

A5: Landfill taking non-biodegradable wastes : A landfill site that disposed of non-biodegradable non hazardous wastes.

A6: Landfill taking other wastes : A landfill site that disposed of other wastes not listed in categories A1, A2, A4 and A5. An example could be dredgings from waterways.

A7: Industrial waste landfill (factory cartilage) : A landfill site that disposed of wastes from the operator only or a specific organisation or source. Wastes could be both non hazardous or hazardous wastes.

L05: Inert Landfill : Landfill sites originally permitted as installations. Legislative amendments changed these to waste operations. These are landfill sites that are Landfill Directive compliant and can operate now.

1950-1984

Stanwell Moor Road West / Spout Lane Tip / Spout Arch (overlapping) - excluding existing 

balancing pond

x x x x18
Horton Road (Includes overlapping area 

indicated as "South of Old Bath Road 2")
Closed Ancillary

Accomodation Lane East No.1

Accomodation Lane East No.2

Accomodation Lane East No.3

South of Old Bath Road No.1

488,000

Harmondsworth Landfill Site Sipson

South of Moor Lane

Colnbrook By-pass, Hillingdon 

British Airways Plc / 80051 / 

EAEPR\EA/EPR/WP3396NR/V005

Runway / taxiways

Peripheral runway 

land

Peripheral runway 

land

Outline 

Masterplan land 

use

x

British Airways Area 4 Prospect Park Landfill 

Accomodation Lane, Harmondsworth (Area 3 Prospect Park)

196000

55000

6.9

5.6

11

1991 Heathrow Surface Access Studies 

Boreholes. Depth range = 4.7-6.3mbgl (average 

depth 5.6mbgl)                                   (E 504674 N 

177588, E 504515 N 177535, E 504724 N 

177662, E 504575 N 177637)

Various - permits 

dating to 1995

Sita U K Ltd / 80026 / 

EAEPR\EA/EPR/NP3196NX/V005 / NP3139PK 

Source
Filling age(s) if 

available

Current owner / operator, permit / WML 

no. / Env permit Ref no. / IPPC no. If 

available

Authorised landfill 

/ Historic (closed) 

landfill 

Approx total 

surface area 

(m2)(to nearest 

1000m2)

Authorised  395,000

5

4

1

Landfill name(s) (Based on EA designations )

WML indicates inlcuded leachate / gas 

control compound. Investigated and 

remediated or the risks managed under 

Planning and Waste Management Licensing 

as part of the Prospect Park Development by 

British Airways (BA)

Authorised  

Max fill / day: 

7000T inert, 

20,000T 

industrial

Land raising 1995 

onwards

British Airways plc / 80062 / 

EAEPR\EA/EPR/AP3396NY/V002

1991 Heathrow Surface Access Studies 

Borehole 11.0mbgl                              (E 505262 N 

178224)

x
Land raising 1995 

onwards

Investigated and remediated or the risks 

managed under Planning and Waste 

Management Licensing as part of the 

Prospect Park Development by British Airways 

(BA)

x

Authorised  116,000 35,000

Max fill / day: 

7000T inert, 

20,000T 

industrial

x x

51,000 5,000

Lease until 2020 (Amec 2014 report).  London 

Clay used as geologcal barrier rather than 

basal liner (RPS overview report 2009). 

Landfill gas fuelled power generation plant 

approved 2008 (Hillingdon B C)

Landfill depth 

assumption for 

waste calculation - 

based on regional 

depth to London 

Clay (m)

High level landfill volume 

calculation (area within 

development boundary x 

depth to London Clay) (m3)

2352900341,000 x x

Waste filling 

ratio if known

Approx surface 

area within NW 

development 

boundary (m2) (to 

nearest 1000m2)

Waste description

Sipson 1988 boreholes 1 to 11.               Depth 

range = 6.0-7.8mbgl (average depth 6.9mbgl)  

(E 50700 N 177500)

Waste Summary

Approx depths to London Clay in mbgl from 

Nearby logs (with log date, grid ref)

Additional details  (not necessarily public 

information)

Landfills Containing 

Inert fill ONLY

Landfills with 

unknown contents

Landfills with special 

wastes / 

liquids/sludges

1764675 1764675

Volume calculation reduced 

by 25% to account for 

graduated landfill area with 

depth (m3)

Landfills with combination of industrial / 

commercial / household / other wastes

147000 147000

Landfills not considered within above assessment owing to proposed use remaining similar to current within masterplan: British Airways Catering, Straddling the Causeway, Hatton Cross, Northern Perimeter Road, East of Cranford Lane, Heathrow Runway, Perry Oaks Sewage Works, Mentone Farm

41250 41250x x

Stanwell No. 2 

Mentone Farm

Willow Piggeries

Home Farm

EA x
Inert, Industrial , Commercial, Household, 

Liquids/sludge (EA definitions)

Colnbrook By Pass No.1 

Egglesey Farm Area C

Tanhouse Farm No.1 

Tanhouse Farm No.2

Tanhouse Farm, Colnbrook 

Accomodation Lane West




